
FBP-WM-GWMP-0006. Rev. 0
Waste Packaging/Handling Requirements

POR'l'S Procedural Rcference: Follow the procedural
requirernents in t"BP-WM-PR0-00329, Il/aste
Generation (Jnder Activi¡ies Ooverned bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection Container: 55-gallon
drum with plastic bags, bubble-wrapping. cofTee cans,
etc. to provide protection to prevent breakage.

Soecial Packaeins/flandline lnformation: I-eaking
MCF. will be segregated fiom non-leaking MCE.
DilIèrent types of non-leaking MCE can be combined
into one container.

1'hc wastc generator will wrap the arnpule in protective
wrap and place in an appropriately sized contain which
shall bc placed in a 55-gallon drum.

General Information
Descrintion: Mercury Containing Fìquipment (MCE) generated at the project will include but is not limited to,
thermostats. thermometers, manometers, etc. (excluding Mercury containing batteries and lamps).

Volume: This waste will be generated intennittently.

Phvsical State of the Waste: Solid, containing fiee fìowing elemental Mercury.

Resulatorv Classification: Universal Waste

Resulatorv Aeencies Ilaving Authoritv: DOE, USEPA, OEPA, DOT

Regulatorv Classif¡cation Comments/Reeulatorv Exemntions: IJniversal wastes are specifìc hazardous wastc
streams that a Waste Generator can choose to managc in an altemative manner in place olthe more complex hazardous
wasterequirements. I'oencouragerecyclingorproperdisposal,E,PA'suniversal wasteregulationsin40CFRPart2T3
allow for less-stringent hazardous waste management regulation for universal wastes. Universal waste is not sub.ject to
the full RCRA Subtitle C hazardous waste regulations for in 40 CFR Parls262-265,268.and2'70.

Mercury corrtaining batteries and mercury containing lamps are excluded from being considered nìercury containing
equipment and shall be managed under 40 CFR 273.2 and 40 CFR 273.5. respectively.

In accordance with OAC 3745-273-33(C)(2). mercury ampules may be removed from Universal Waste MCE but must
meet the following requirements:

. The ampules are removed in a manner designed to prevent breakage;
o The ampules are removed only over on in a containment device (tray or pan suf'ficient to contain any

mercury released from an ampule in case ofbreakage);
¡ A mercury clean-up system is available to immediately transfèr any nlercury resulting fronr spills or leaks

from broken ampules, from the containment device to a container;
. Any mercury resulting from spills or leaks is immediately transferred from the containment device into non-

leaking containers. Thc containers must be in good condition and closed upon placement of the spill
material:

. The area in which anrpules are removed is well-ventilated and monitored to ensure compliance with all
applicablc OSHA exposurc levels fi¡r mercury.
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FBP-WM-GWMP-000ó, Rev. 0
Disposition Information

Disposition Decision: Off-Site

Characterization: Universal Waste is determined by
definition. As defined in 40 CFR Part273 Universal
Wastc includes lamps. batteries. mercury-containing
equipment, and pesticides.

Anticioated Disoosal Path: lt is the intention of the
project to fiee release Mercury Containing Equipment
through Radiation Protection and release for recycle to
a Non-Rad Recycling Facility.

I ntended Receint Facilitv:
Cleanlites Recycling
7806 Anthony Wayne Ave.
Cincinnati. Ohio 45216

Waste Container Staging/Storage Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO00330, CERCLA llaste
Storage.

l,abelins Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Universal Waste Label with the box checked next to the words "Universal Waste-Mercury Containing

Equipment". The accumulation start date (the date the first MCE was placed in the container) shall bc noted
on the label.

2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. A green-colored "CERCl.A" label.

Minimum Storase Reouirements: Containers must be stored within a CERCI,A Waste Staging Area. Staging Arcas
shall meet the requirements for Hazardous Waste storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas
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FBP.WM-GWM Rev.0
Waste Packaeine/Handlins Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural
requirements in þ-BP-WM-PR0-00329, Was te
Generation lJnder,4ctivities Governed bv C ERC 1..,1.

Mercury spill cleanup shall be completed in accordance
with FBP-WM-PRO-000 ló. Spill Cleanup and
Repacko gi n g/l-ra n sfe rri n g lltas te and F BP-WM-PRO-
00330, CERCI. A lltaste Storage step 6.2.15 'Spill
Responsc'.

Recommended Collcction Container: 5-gallon metal
container, lO-gallon metal container

Snecial Packasins/ll¿ndlins lnformation: Materials
generated fiom a leak ofdischarges becomc newly
generated wastcs and, as such. are subject to a

hazardous waste determination. Spill cleanup materials
arc to bc packaged separately and will be managed as

RCRA hazardous waste.

PORTS Procedural Rcference: l-'ollow the procedural
requirements in F BP-WM-PR 0-00329. Ilo s te

Generalion Ilnder ,.lctivities Governed bv CERCl.,.t.

Recommended Collection Cont¡iner: 30 gallon
drum. [)o not pack aerosols in a drum greater than 30
gallons in capacity. Aerosols are packaged in a 30
gallon drum so that the drums can be kept under 60
pounds in gross weight fòr DOT purposes.

Snecial Packaqinq/Handlinq lnformation: Prior to
packaging. thc proper SDS for the aerosol can must be
evaluated by the WDS. Consult with the WDS for
guidancc on packaging aerosols.

Verify each container does not exceed I liter in
capacity. Flammable and non-f'lammable aerosols can

bc packaged in the same container.

lfa label has to be removed for any reason, write the
product namc and manufacturer on the aerosol can with
a permanent marker.
Remove all nozzles from aerosol cans. The cap/lid can

bc placed back on or lefì ol'f'. lt is a good practice to
replace the lids and tape them on the aerosols ltrr
foaming products so that it does not release its contents
in thc drunr.

General Information
l)escrirrtion: During the course of Mercury Conta¡ning F)quipment (MCE) waste removal and ongoing use of
equipment that contains Mercury. there is a potential for breakage of Mercury ampules that will result in Mercury spill
clcanup waste material. Typical clearrup materials will include absorbed Mercury. cheesecloth, sleeves, gloves.
sponges, and the spill cleanup kit.

Volume: This wastc is generated intermittently.

Resulatorv Asencies Havine Authoritv: DOE, tJSEPA. OIIPA, DOT

Resulatorv Classification Comments/Regulatorv lìxemptions: Accidentally broken or damaged MCE at PORTS
much be handled as a Mercury Spill and the waste will bc managed as RCRA F{azardous Waste.

ln this state of Ohio, OAC 3745-273-37(8) states that, in the event of a release of lJniversal Waste, the Cenerator must
determine if the resulting waste exhibits a hazardous characteristic and. if so, it must be managed in accordance with
full RCRA regulation.

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classification: RCRA Hazardous Waste

Description: The project has the potential to contain a variety olaerosol cans that meet the definition ofRCRA
hazardous wastc upon disposal.

Volume: This waste is generated intermittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Comprcssed gas

Reeulatorv Classification: RCRA tlazardous Waste

Resulatorv Asencies Havins Authoritv: DOF.. USEPA, OEPA. DOl'

Resulatory Classification Comments/Reeulatorv Exemntions: The contents of an unbreached, pressurized cylinder
or aerosol can may be considered hazardous and must be assessed by the Wastc Disposition Specialist.

lfthe can is punctured, the empty can will be treated as scrap metal unless the original aerosol carried a P-listed
hazardous waste code.
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FBP-WM-GWMP-OOO6 Rev.0
Disposition Information

Disposition Decision : Off-Site

Characterization: Danraged MCE will be determined
by visual identification. By process knowledge, the
WPC hazardous waste code for Mercury (D009) will be
assigned to this waste.

Anticipated Disoosal Path: Damaged MCE will be

disposition as RCRA Hazardous Waste.

lntended Receint Facilitv:
tJ-S. ercotc,gy Qf,*"t"d "r 

Eql
1923 I'-redrick St.
Detro¡t. Michiean 4821 I

Disnosition Decision: Off'-Site

Characterization: The RCRA determination of any
hazardous wastc will bc made by the WDS. This
determination will be made primarily from review and
evaluation of Safèty Data Sheets (SDS).

Anticinated Disnosal Path: lt is the intention of the
pro.iect to free release aerosols through Radiation
Protection and release for disposal to a Non-Rad
Facility.

lntended Receint Facilitv:
tl-S*¡nlngy tCtf,oute¿'os Eql
1923 Fredrick St.
Detroit. Michiean 4821 I

Waste Container Stasinpy'Storase Reouirements
PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in F'BP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCLA l|taste
Storage.

l,¡belins Requirements for Storaec: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Waste Information label
2. Waste Trackirrg system bar code number
3. l{azardous Waste Label. Assign containers an Accumulation Start Datc being the date the waste fìrst was

packaged in the container.
4. A green-colored "CE.RCLA" label.

Minimum Storaqe Requirements: Containers must be stored within a CERCI.A Waste Staging Area. Staging Areas
shall meet the requirements l'or RCRA Hazardous Wastc storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian ftrr locations ofthese areas.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCLA Wostc
Storage.

l,abelins Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Waste lnformation Label
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. Hazardous Waste Label. Assign containers and Accumulation Stan Date being the date the waste fìrst was

packaged in the containers.
4. A green-colors "CERCf ,4" label.

Minimum Storese Requirements: Containers must be stored within a CE,RCI,A Waste Staging Area. Staging Arcas
shall meet the requirements for RCRA Hazardous Wastc storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas.
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FBP-WM-GWMP-OOO6 Rev.0
Waste Packaeine/Handlins Requirements
POR'fS Procedural Reference: l"ollow the
procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00329.
Il/aste Generation Under ,{cîi'r¡ities Goterned bv
Cþ:RCI.A.

Recommende¡l Collection Container: 275 gallon tote

Soecial Packasins/Handling Information: Do not
mix hydraulic fluid with standard oil. Containers ol
used oil cannot bc mixed with anything else.

If used oil is accumulated in containers with a capacity
of 55-gallons or greater. then notify E.nvironmental
protect so that thc area can be registered in the Spill
Prevention Controls and Countermeasures Plau.

All containers are closed with fùnnels detached when
not being filled or sampled. Tamper lndicating
Devices ('f lDs) are installed on fill containers.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follorv the procedural
recluirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00329, ll/ct s te

Generation Under Activities Governed bv CERCI,A.

Recommended Collection Container: 55-gallon
drurn, 275-gallon tote.

Snecial Packaeine/Handline lnformation: For
recycling purposes. diesel and gasoline shall not be

combined in thc same container when avoidable.

General Information

Descriotion: Used oil irrcludes petroleum-based or synthetic oil that has been used. lJsed oil is detìned in 49 CFR
279.1 as "any oil that has been relìned fronr crude oil, or any synthetic oil, that has been used and as a result ofsuch
use is contaminated by physical or chemical impurities." This covers the majority of oils such as transmission fluid.
power steering fluid, hydraulic fluid, lube oils, differential fluid. etc.

Volume: TBD

Phvsical State of Wastc: Liquid

Rcsulatorv Classifi cation: LJsed Oil

Reeulatorv Asencies Havins Authoritv: DOE, USFIPA, OllPA, DO'l'

Regulatorv Classification Comments/Reeulatory Exemntions: EPA developed special alternative nranagement
regulations for used oil that are completely separate from hazardous waste recycling standards. The used oil
management standards under 40 CI.'R Part 279 are less stringent than the hazardous wastc requirements in 40 Cl.'R
Parts 260-270.

Description: Diesel f'uel is liquid fuel used in diesel engines. Diesel firel could be removed fiom equipmenVvehicles.

Volume: This waste is generated intermittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: l,iquid

Reeulatorv Classification: Recyclable

Resulatorv Asencies Havins Authoritv: DOE, USEPA, OEPA, DO'f

Regulatorv Classification Comments/Regulatorv Exemptions: It has been determined by the Waste Disposition
group that this material is non-regulated for RCRA. 'fhe Disposal fäcility will use the f'uel as a recyclable fiel. Since
this material is being recycled as a fuel it is not a hazardous waste because it does not qualify as a solid waste. Thc
material must first qualify as a solid waste in order to be a hazardous waste per 40 CFR Part26l.2.

Per 40 CFR 2ó 1.2(c)(2)(ii), "comrnercial chemical products listed in ti261.33 are not solid wastes if they are
themselvesfuels." Furtherin40CFR26l.4(a)(16)"Comparablefuels"areexcludedfrombeingasolidwaste

If the fuel is unusable it will be characterized as RCRA Hazardous waste. fìefer to thc section ftrr RCRA Liquids for
euidance.
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FBP-V/M-GWMP-0006, Rev. 0
Disposition Information

Disoosition Decision: Of'l'-Site

Characterization: The designation of "tJsed Oil" will
be nradc through visual observatiorr and process
knowledgc.

Free-releasable used oil will bc sampled wherr
necessary arrd the analytical data will be submitted to
thc Rad Engineer for the UE-5 evaluation.

Anticipateri Disposal Path: It is the intention of the
pro.iect to frec release used oil through Radiation
Protection and release ftlr recvcle to a Non-Rad
Recycling l"acility.

lntendcd Receiot Facilitv:
tl.S. Ecology (Operated as E,Q)

1923 Fredrick St.
Detroit. Michiean 482 I I

Disnosition Dccision : Ofi'-Site

Characteriz¡tion: Free-releasable diesel fuel will be
sampled when necessary and the analytical data will be

submitted to thc Rad Bngineer for the UE-5 evaluation.

Anticipated Disposal Path: lt is the intention of the
pro.iect to frec release diesel fuel through Radiation
Protection and release for recycle to a Non-Rad
Recycling Facility.

I ntended Receipt F'acilitv:
U.S. Ecology (Operated as EQ)
1923 Fredrick St.

Detroit, Michiean 4821 I

Waste Container Staqing/Storaqe Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in F'BP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCL.l llaste
Storage.

Labelins Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with
l. Waste Information Label
2. Waste 'l'racking system bar code number
3. AII containers shall be marked with the words "l.Jsed Oil" or with a "tjsed Oil" l-abel
4. A green-colored "CERCLA" label.

Minimum Storase Requirements: Containers must hc stored within a CERCL,A Waste Staging Area. Stagins Arcas
used for Used Oil shall meet the requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

All containers within the area are stored on spill pallets or withirr a secondary containment system.

Contact the F'acility Custodian lor locations ofthese areas.

PORTS Proccdural Reference: None applicable. Follow the requirements in the GWMP

l,abeline Requirements for Storase: Each container in which items are in shall be labeled with
l. Waste lnformation l-abel
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. A green-colored "CERCf .4" label.

Minimum Storase Reouirements: Non-RCRA containers are not requiied to bc stored within either a CERCLA
Waste Staging r\rea or a CERCLA Waste Storage Area. 'l'here are no hazardous waste storage requirements for non-
RCRA containers. Best Management Practice would be to store diesel fuel containers on spill pallets or secondary
containment.
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FBP-WM-GWMP-0006. Rev. 0
Waste Packaging/Handling Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedure
requirements in FBP-WM-PR0-000329, ll/a s te
Generotio,l Ihder Áctivities Goterned bv CERCL,4.

Recommended Collection Container: 20 or 30 yard
Roll<lflcontainers. Flatbed trailers mav be used fì¡r
larger tires.

Snecial Packasins/Handlins lnformation: No
material is allowed to be hanging over the sides.

POR'IS Procedural Ref'erence: Follow the procedural
requirements in I BP-WM-PR0-00329, Ilta s te

Generatiotl IJnder Ac'tivities Coverned bv CI.:RC1.,4.

Rccommended Collection Container: Leave product
packaging unless otherwise directed by the WDS. ln
most cases. product containers will be packaged in a
lab pack of a 55-gallon drum container ttrr of'f'-site
disposition.

Compatibility issues must be addressed by the WDS
heforc combining different chemicals into the sanre

container.

Antifieeze removed fiom systems/equiprnent will be
packaged in a container (55-gallon drum, or 275-gallon
IBC tote) designated for antifreeze only.

Snecial Packasins/llandlins I nformation:
Compatibility issues nrust be addressed beftrre
cornbining different chemicals into the same container.
A complete inventory of the materials to be discarded
shall be provided to Waste Management. At the
direction of thc WDS. chenrically-cornpatible materials
will be identified, collected, and packaged together in
DOT-compl iant containers.

When lab-packing chemicals. all containers have to
havc the same primary hazards ffir DOT but can have
d i fierent subs id i aries.

General Information
Descrintion: Vehicle maintenance takes place within the project which generates used tires from vehicles and
equipment.

Volume: This waste is generated internrittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classification: Industrial Waste

Resulatorv Asencies Havine Authoritv: DOE, DOT

Regulatorv Classification Comments/Resulatorv Exemotions: None.

Description: Thc project has the potential to use a chemicals and chemical products that meet the definition of RCRA
hazardous waste upon disposal inclusive of flammablc liquids, antifieeze. etc.

Volume: This waste is generated intemrittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Liquid

Resulatorv Classification: RCRA Hazardous Waste

Resulatorv Agencies Havins Authoritv: DOE, USEPA. OEPA. DOT

Regulatory Classification Comments/Requlatorv Exemntions: These are liquids that have been detemlined to meet
the defìnition of a Hazardous Wastc in 40 CFR Park 261.

Waste that has thc potential to be regulated as a hazardous waste but requires characterization sampling to definitively
determine ifthe waste's hazardous constituents are above regulatory thresholds will be managed as "Hazardous
Pending Analysis" while awaiting sampling data.
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FBP-WM-GWMP Rev.0
Disposition Information

Disoosition Decision: Off-site

Characterization: 'fires are characterized by visual
inspection and process knowledge.

Anticioated Disoosal Path: It is the intention of the
pro.ject to fiee releasc tires through Radiation
Protection and release for recycle to a Non-Rad
Facility.

lntcndent Receint Facilitv:
1'Bl)
Dis¡rosition Decision : Ollsite

(lharacterization: The RCRA determination of any
hazardous wastc will be nrade by the WDS. This
determination will be nrade primarily fiom review and
evaluation of Safety Data Sheets but sampling and
analytical nrethods will be used as necessary.

Anticioated Disoosal Path: lt is the intention of the
pro.iect to lÌee release RCRA Hazardous [-iquids
through Radiation Protection and release fòr recycle to
a Non-Rad Facility.

I ntended Receiot Facilitv:
Cleanlites Recycling
7806 Anthony Wayne Ave.
Cincinnati. Ohio 45216

Waste Container Staging/Storaqe Requirements

PORTS Procedurel Reference: None Applicable. Follow tlre direction of this GWMP

Labelins Reouirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Waste lnformation Label
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. A green-colored "CERCLA" Label

Minimum Storaqe Requirements: Containers are NOT required to be stored within either a CERCLA Waste Staging
Arca or a CERCLA Waste Storage ¡\rea. l'here are no hazardous waste storage requirements for tire containers.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCLA l4/oste
Storage.

l,abelins Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Waste lnformation Label
2. Waste,Tracking systern bar code number
3. Hazardous Waste Label. Assign containers an Accumulation Start Dato being the date the waste first was

packaged in the container
4. A green-colored "CERCl.A" Label

Minimum Sforase Requirements: Containers must be stored within a CERCI,A Waste Staging Area. Staging Areas
shall meet the requirements for RCRA Flazardous Wastc storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas.
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FBP-WM-GWMP-0006, Rev. 0
Waste Packaeine/Handling Requirements
PORTS Procedural Reference: None applicable.
Follow the guidance in this GWMP.

Recommended (lollection Container: Leave product
packaging unless otherwise directed by the WDS. In
most cases. product containers will be packaged in a

lab pack of a 55-gallon drum container f'or off-site
disposition.

Compatibility issues must be addressed by the WDS
before combining different chemicals into the sanre

container

Snccial Packasins/I landline lnformation:
Conrpatibility issues nrust be addressed before
conrbining difierent chemicals into the same container.
A conrpletc inventory ofthe materials to be discarded
shall be provided to Waste Management. At the
direction of thc WDS, chemically-conrpatible materials
will be identified. collected, arrd packaged together in
DO-f-corrpl iant containers.

When lab-packing chemicals. all containers havc to
havc thc sanrc primary hazards f'or DOl'but can have
diffèrent subsidiaries.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedure
requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00329, Wa s te

Generation llnder ,4ctivities Governed bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection Container: 8 cubic yard
dumpster containers.

Snecial Packasine/Handline lnformation: None.

General Information

Descrintion: This waste stream includes caulks, grease, paints, sealants, absorbents. and other non-RCRA
chemicals/liquids with no identified on-site use.

This section is for both solid and liquid chemicals.

Volume: This wastc is generated internrittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid and t.iquid

Resulatorv Classification: Non-RCRA

Rcsulatorv Asencies Havins Authoritv: DOE,, USEPA, Ot1PA. DOl'

Resulatorv Classification Comments/Resulatorv Exemntions: Chemicals that arc exempted based on the hazardous

waste identifìcation process will fàll into this category of non-RCRCA Chemicals.

Descrintion: Sanitary OfIìce Trash is the trash generated in offices and breakrooms from day-to-day operations.

Volume: TBD

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classif¡cation: Sanitary/ìndustrial Waste

Resulatorv Asencies Havins Authoritv: DOE, DOT

Resulatorv Classif¡cation Comments/Resulatorv Exemntions: Due to the regular basis that sanitary office trash is
generated a Waste T'racking system bar code number will be applied to the volume of waste generated throughout thc
month. not on a container by container basis.
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FBP-WM-GWM Rev.0
Disnosition Information

Disnosition Decision: Off-Site

Characterization: The RCRA determination of any
hazardous wastc will be made by the WDS. This
determination will be nrade prinrarily fiom review and
evaluation ofSafety l)ata Sheets but sarnpling and
analytical methods will be used as necessary.

Anticinated Disoosal Path: lt is the intention olthe
pro.iect to lÌee release Non- RCRA Chemicals through
Radiation Protection and release f'or recycle to a Non-
Rad Facility.

lntended Receint Facilitv:
(J.S. F.cology (Operated as EQ)
1923 Fredrick St.
Detroit. Michiean 4821 I

Disoosition Decision: OfÊsite

Characterization: Sanitary Ofïce 1'rash is
characterized by Visual Observation and Process

Knowledge.

Anticipated Disoosal Path: lt is the intention of the
pro.iect to liee release sanitary otfice trash through
Radiation Protection and release fbr disposal to a Non-
Rad Facility.

I ntcnded Receint Facilitv:
Rumpkc
I I 775 Statc Routc 220
Waverly, Ohio 45690

Waste Container Staging/Storage Requirements

PORI'S Procedural Reference: None Applicable. Follorv the guidance in this GWMP

Labelins Requirements for Storaee: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
L Wastc Inf'ormation Label
2. Waste 

-frackíng 
system bar code number

3. A green-colored "CERCLA" t,abel

Minimum Storase Requirements: Non-RCRA containers ARE NOT required to bc stored within either a CERCL,A
Waste Staging Area or a CE,RCLA Waste Storage Area.

There are no hazardous waste storage requirements lbr non-RCRA chenlicals.

PORTS Procedural Reference: None applicable. Follow the guidance in this GWMP.

l,abelins Requirements for Storase: None applicable. Follow the guidance in this GWMP.

Minimum Storase Reouirements: None applicable. Sanitary/lndustrial Waste containers ARE NOT required to be

stored within either CERCLA Waste Staging Area or a CERCLA Waste Storage Area.
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FBP-WM-GWM Rev.0
Waste Packaging/Handling Req uirements

PORTS Procedural Referencc: Follow the procedural
requirements in F BP-WM-PR0-00329. Iltas te
Generation Ilnder Activities Coverned bv CERCLA.

Rccommended Collection (lont¡iner: 20 or 30 cubic
yard Roll OfI Containers.

Soccial Packaqins/Ilandlins I nformation: None.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural
rec¡uiremerrts in I"BP-WM-PR0-00329, Lla s te
(ieneration Activities Coverned bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection Container: l0-gallon
bucket, 30-gallon drum.

Snecial Packasins/Handlins lnformation: Used oi I
fìlters should be drained to the extent practical in the
field. The containers used for collection will be liquid
rated DOT-conlpl iant containcrs.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural
requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00329, Was te

Generation Actiyities Governed bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection Container: l0-gallon
bucket. 30-gal lon drunr.

Soecial Packaeine/Handlins lnformation: Used Fuel
filters should be drained to the extent practical in the
field. l'he containers used f-or collection will bc liquid
rated DOT-compl iant containers.

General Information
Descrintion: lndustrial Waste can include but ¡s not limited to pallets, brush. trees. stumps. broken equipment. rocks.
rubble, excess packaging, used PPE. cloth, paper, cardboard, PVC. etc.)

Volume: TBD

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classification: Sanitary/ìndustrial Wastc

Resulatorv Âeencies flavins Authoritv: DOE. DOT

Resulatory Classification Comments/Resulatorv Exemotions: None.
Descri¡rtion: Vehicle maintenancc takes placc within the project which generates used o¡l filters fiom vehicles and
equipment.

Volume: 'l'his wastc will be generated intemrittently.

Phvsical State of the Waste: Solid

Reeulatorv Classif¡cation: RCRA Hazardous Waste

Resulatorv Aeencies Havins Authoritv: DOE, USF,PA, OEPA, DOT

Regulatorv Classification Comments/Resulatorv Exemntions: According to OAC rule3745-51-04(B)(13). non-
tern plated used oil filters that are hot-drained are not hazardous wastes. Due to operational constraints in the project
with meeting OAC rule 3745-51-04(B)(13) we are unable to meet the requirements to exempt this waste from
hazardous waste regulation and will manage as such.

These fìlters are to be packaged in a liquid-rated container
Dcscriotion: Vehicle maintenance takes place within the project which generates used fuel filters from vehicles and
equipment.

Volume: This wastc will be generated intermittently.

Phvsical State of the Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classification: RCRA Hazardous Waste

Resulatorv Aeencies Ilavins Authoritv: DOE, LISF,PA. OEPA, DOT

Regulatorv Classification Comments/Resulatory Exemotions: These fìlters arc to be packaged in a liquid-rated
container.

Item

lndustrial
Wastc

Used Oil
Filters

(Jsed Fuel
Filtem
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FBP-WM-CWMP-OOO6 Rev.0
Disposition Information

Disposition Decision: Of Èsite

Characterization: Industrial Waste is characterizcd by
Visual Observation and Process Knowledge.

Anticioated Disoosal Path: It is the intcntion of the
pro.ject to liec release industrial waste through
Radiation Protection and release lbr disposal to a Non-
Rad Facility.

lntended Receint Facilitv:
Rumpke
I 1775 State Route 220
Waverly, Ohio 45690
Disposition l)ecision : Off-site

Characterization: The designation of "Used Oil
Filters" will bc made through visual observation and
process knowledge.

Anticipated Disposal Path: lt is the intention ol'the
pro.iect to free release used oil fìlters through Radiation
Protection and release tirr disposal to a Non-Rad
Facility

Intended Receint Facilitv:
tJ.S. Ecology (Operated as l-,Q)
1923 Fredrick St.

Detroit, Michiean 482,l I

Disoosition Decision : 0ff:-site

Characterization: The designation of "[Jsed Fuel
l'ilters" will be made through visual observation and
process knowledge.

Anticinated Disnosal Path: It is the intention of the
pro.iect to frec release used fuel filters through
Radiation Protection and release for disposal to a Non-
Rad Facility

I ntended Receiot Facilitv:
l..r.S. Ecology (Operated as EQ)
1923 l-redrick St.
Detroit. Michiean 4821 I

Waste Container Staging/Storage Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: None applicable. Follow the guidance in this GWMP

Labelins Requirements for Storaee: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with
l. Waste Infbrmation Label
2. Waste Tracking system bar code nurnber
3. A green-colored "CERCLÂ" Label

Minimum Storase Requirements: None applicable. Sanitary/lndustrial Waste containers ARE NOT required to bc
stored within either a CËRCLA Wastc Staging Area or a CERCLA Waste Storagc Arca.

PORTS Procedural Rcference: Follow the procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCLA Waste
Storage.

l,abeling Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Wastc Information l,abel
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. Flazardous Waste l-abel
4. A green-color "CERCl.A" l.abel.

Minimum Storase Reouirements: Containers must be stored within a CERCt.A Waste Staging Ârea. Staging Areas
shall meet the requirements for RCRA Hazardous Wastc storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas.

PORTS Procedural Reference: Irollow the procedural requirements in F'BP-WM-PRO-00330. CERCLA ll/ostc
Storage.

l,abelins Requirements for Stor¿ee: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with
L Waste Infonnation Label
2. Waste'l'racking system bar code number
3. Hazardous Waste Label
4. A green-color "CERCLA" Label.

Minimum Storase Requirements: Containers must bc stored within a CERCI.¿1, Waste Staging Area. Staging Areas
shall meet the requirements ltrr RCRA l{azardous Waste storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas.

Item

Industrial
Waste

Ljsed Oil
Filters

ljsed Fuel
Filters
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Waste Packaeine/Handling Requirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural
requirenrents in FBP-WM-PR(o-00329, Iltas t e

Generation Acti,¡'ities Govented bv CERCL,I.

Recommenderl Collection Container: Plastic Bag or
55-gallon drum

Soecial Packaeins/Handlins lnformation: l'his
material shall be double bagged.

PORTS Procedural Refercnce: Follow the procedural
requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00329. Il/as te
Generation Act¡vities Governed bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection Container: Plastic Bags
and then added to the lndustrial Waste Roll-Off
Container

Soecial Packasine/Ilandline lnformation: Nonc

General Information
Descriotion: Asbestos-containing material (ACM) waste may include, but is not limited to. items such as loose
fiberglass insulations, asbestos caulking, etc.

Volume: This waste will be generated intermittently

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classification: ACM

Regulatorv Asencies Havine Authoritv: DOE. USEPA, OEPA, DOT

Resulatorv Classification Comments/Reeulatorv Exemntions: Regulated Asbeskls-Containing Material (RACM)
is:

a) Friable asbestos material,
b) Category I non-friable ACM that has becomc friable,
c) Category I non-friable ACM that will be or has been subjected to sanding, grinding, cutting. or abrading, or
d) Category ll non-friable ACM that has a high probability of becorning or has become crumbled, pulverized,

or reduced to powder by the forces expected to act on the material in the course ofdemolition. maintenance.
or renovation operations.

Non-fiiable ACM, such as transitc panels, is not regulated. This material carr bc handled in the same manner as

lndustrial waste . Non-friable ACM shall be stored and maintained in a manner that prevents the ACM lronr beconring
friable.
Descri¡rtion: Duringthecourseoftheprojectthereisapotential forfuel and/oroil spillstooccurthatwill resultin
spill cleanup material.

Volume: This wastc will be generated intermittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Regulatorv Classification: lndustrial

Resulatorv Asencies Havine Authoritv: DOE, DOT

Resulatorv Classification Comments/Resul¡torv Exemntions: None.

Item

Regulated
Asbestos

Containing
Material Waste

Fuel and/or Oil
Spills

(l,ess than 5

gallons)
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FBP-WM-GV/M P-0006, Rev. 0
Disposition Information

Disoosition Decision : OII-site

Characterization: ACM is identified by visual
identifìcation by a qualitìed Asbestos Hazard
Evaluatiorr Specialist or by sarnpling.

Anticioated Disoosal Path: The intentiorr of the
proìect is to free release ACM through Radiation
Protection and release f'or disposal to a Non-Rad
Facility

lntended Receint Facilitv:
Rumpke
I I 775 State Route 220
Waverly. Ohio 45690
Disnosition Decision: Ol't'-site

Characterization: lndustrial Waste is characterized by
Visual Observation and Process Knowledge.

Antici¡rated Disposal Path: lt is the intention of the
pro.iect to fiee release industrial waste through
Radiation Protection and release for disposal to a Non-
Rad Facility.

I ntende¡l Receint Facilitv:
Rumpkc
I 1775 State Route 220
Waverly. Ohio 45690

Waste Container Staginq/Storaqe Requirements

PORTS P rocedu ra I Reference: FB P-W M -PRO-003 30, C E RC LA lla s te Sto rage

l,abelins Requirements for Stor¡se: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with
l. Waste lnf'ormation Label
2. Waste 1'racking system bar code number
3. Asbestos Label that states the following:

r DANGER_CONTAINSASBESTOSFIBERS.
o AVOID CREATING DUST.
. CANCER AND I,UNC DISEASF] HAZARD

4. A green-colored "CERCLA" Label.

Minimum Storase Requirements: Containers of ACM ARE NOT required to be stored in a CERCLA Waste
Staging Area or a CERCLA Wastc Storage Area.

PORTS Procedural Reference: None applicable. Follow the guidance in this GWMP.

l,abelins Requirements for Storage: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with:
l. Waste lnformation Label
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. A green-colored "CERCl-4" Label

Minimum Storase Reouirements: None applicable. Sanitary/lndustrial Waste containers ARE NOT required to bc
stored within either a CERCLA Waste Staging Area or a CE,RCLA Waste Storagc Arca.

Item

Regulated
Asbestos

Corrtaining
Material Waste

Fuel and/or Oil
Spills

([-ess than 5

gallons)
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FBP-WM-GWM Rev.0
Waste Packasiney'Handlins Reouirements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural
requirements in FBP-WM-PR0-00329, Was te

Generation llnder Activities Governed bv CERCLA.

Recommended Collection (lontainer: 20 or 30 cubic
yard Roll Off Containers.

Special Packesins/ll¡ndline lnformation: None.

General Information
Description: Duringthecourseoftheprojectthereisapotential forfuel and/oroil spillstooccurthatwill resultin
spill cleanup material.

Volume: This wastc will be generated intermittently.

Phvsical State of Waste: Solid

Resulatorv Classif¡cation: Hazardous Pending Analysis

Resulatorv Asencies Having Authoritv: DOE, tJSEPA, OEPA, DO-f

Resulatorv Classific¿tion Comments/Resulatorv Exemptions: lt has been determined by the Waste Disposition
group that spills that result in a loss of nrore than 5 gallons of'fìrel and / or oil, thc spill cleanup material will be
sampled for hazardous constituents.

Item

Fuel and/or Oil
Spills

(Greater than 5
gallons)
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FBP-WM-GWMP-OOO6 Rev.0
Disposition Information

Disposition Decision : OfÊsite

Characterization: The results of the sampling activity
will be used to characterize the waste as either
lndustrial Waste. or CERCLA Hazardous Waste.

Anticipated l)isoosal Path: lt is the intention of the
project to free release industrial waste through
Radiation Protection and release fbr disposal to a Non-
Rad Facility.

lntended Receint Facilitv (If lndustrial lüaste):
Rumpke
I I775 State Route 220
Waverly, Ohio 45690

lntended Receiot Facilitv (lf Hazardous Waste):
LJ.S. Ecology (Operated as EQ)
1923 Fredrick St.
Detroit. Michiean 4821 I

Waste Container Sta ging/Stora ge Req u irements

PORTS Procedural Reference: Follow the procedural requirements in FBP-WM-PRO-00330, CERCLA ltaste
Storage.

l,abelins Requirements for Storase: Each individual item or container in which items are in shall be labeled with
l. Waste Information Label
2. Waste Tracking system bar code number
3. Hazardous Pending Analysis Tag
4. A green-color "CERCLA" I-abel.

Minimum Storase Reouirements: Containers must be stored within a CERCI,A Waste Staging Area. Staging Areas
shall meet the requirements for RCRA Hazardous Waste storage in FBP-WM-PRO-00330.

Contact the Facility Custodian for locations ofthese areas.

Item

Fuel and/or Oil
Spills

(Creater than 5

gallons)
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FBP-WM-GWMP-0006, Rev. 0

APPENDIX A - List of Acronyms and Documents Referenced

Acronym List

FBP- Fluor BV/XT Portsmouth, LLC
GWMP- Generator Waste Management Plan
DOE - Department of Energy
CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liabilities Act
TSDF - Treatment, Storage, Disposal Facilities
WDS - Waste Disposition Specialist
Ulry - Universal Wastes

RCRA- Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
MCE - Mercury Containing Equipment
SDS - Safety Data Sheet

ACM - Asbestos-Containing Material
RACM - Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material
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DIVISION: Environment, Safety, Health and Quality FBP-QA-PDD-00002

TITLE:
Suspect/Counterfeit ltem Oversight and Control Program Description

REV. NO.2

Page 20 of5l

Appendix C
SUSPECT/COUNTERFEIT HEADMARK LIST

Page I of2

SUSPECT/COUNTERFEIT PART HEADMARK LIST:
A Resource Aid for ldentifying Legacy Fasteners

Yl,J.YugËbv¡a

ALL GRADE 5 A¡¡D GRADE 8 FASÍENERS WHICH OO NOT BEAR ANY MAI{UFACTURERS'
HEADMARKS

G¡d€ 5 GEd€ I

GRADE 5 FASTENERS wlTH THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS' HEADMARKS:

MARK

J

MARK

KS

GRADE 8 FASIENERS wlTH THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS'HEADMARTG:

MARK MARK

c)
û)
O
$
@
Æ't\{}\Äy
,q
L?

A KS

Rf

FM

KY

NF

H

M

MS

G}

J

Ho¡lcw
Tri¡rlgle (CA TW JP YU) (Gr€âtor lhan'112 irch dia)

@ UNY

GRADE 8.2 FASTENERS wlTH THE FOI-LOWING HEADMARXS:

ñà\9
MARK

KS

GRADE 4325 FASTENERS wlTH THE FOLLOWING HEAOMARKS:

rype f¡szsì\€/
MARK

A325 KS

Type 2 fà\€/
f¡azslrigType 3

HedmeftiìgÊ aÉ usurlly ñb,ed - metiß irìdenled.

Reference: This l@l ryas d€rived fmm lhe U.S. Customs Service. Daled: 1992



DIVISION: Environment, Safety, Health and Quality FBP-QA-PDD-00002

TITLE:
Suspect/Counterfeit Item Oversight and Control Program Description

REV. NO.2

Page 21 of51

Appendix C
SUSPECT/COUNTERFEIT HEADMARK LIST

Page2 of2

MtcH^t{rcåt- rrEMs

ST'SPECT STAITiII,.ESS STEI TASTEilEN

HEADil.âNT. UST

t¡æhr¡ldbraSrilh*rtt
llÉhtt H
-.t}l¡rt¡q¡üil.ríúCfrrÞ
E{.lüaf flü'-r

^ttl 
lt¡ rrrallt F Ec-

rnfll¡rFf.fïra
Ë!ilLHrfËlÍtrlrËrrÞtü.b rt¡
nrldrtùÐlrlft
Hãrarl.L-b-L

rülærrrr&gaþ¡.a
GrrtfælblÚrrlL
¡æ¡lbúürtIEtt:¡rt* ìl#Êr¡l¡drr¡ÚJ¡rEtlErlÉliÈ.*lrf ¡rra

HP I@

@

IE
f
I

I

@
I
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XYZ Construction

Contractor Review and Approval By

John F. Doe, Project Manager Date

James Q. Doe, Quality Representative Date

Frank P. Doe, Health & Safety Officer Date

(Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

EXAMPLE

XYZ CONSTRUCTION

srTE SPECTFTC WORK PLAN (SSWP)

FOR

X.999 SUMP PIT ABANDAMENT

SITE RESTORATION PROJECT

(Contract No. FBP-14-SC-000XXXX, Release No. XX)

Rev. 1

Dated: 0211512014
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l.

2.

XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev 1

Table of Contents

GENERAL OVERVIEW

CENERAL PREREQUISITES,PRECAUTIONS,LIMITATIONS & PERMITS

3. STATEMENT OF WORK
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XYZ Construction

ÄCRONYM and ABREVIATION LIST

(Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

CTR

FBP

GET

GWMP

HASP

HHRB

IH

JHA

LOTO

MSDS

NEA

OSHA

POC

PPE

RC

RCT

RAD

PSWP

QA

QAP

STA

SOW

WPC

Contractor Technical Representative

Fluor/B&W Portsmouth (COMPANY)

General Employee Training

Generator Waste Management Plan

Health and Safety Plan

High Hazard Review Board

Industrial Hygienist

Job Hazard Analysis

Lock-Out/Tag-Out

Material Safety Data Sheet

Negative Exposure Assessments

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Point of Contact

Personal Protective Equipment

Radiological Controls

Radiological Control Technician

Radiological

Project Specific Work Plan

Quality Assurance

Quality Assurance Plan

Safety Task Assignment

Statement of Work

Waste Package Certifier
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XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

1. GENERAL OVERVIEW

XYZ Construction (CONTRACTOR) has been contracted by FBP (COMPANY) to provide all labor,
supervision, permanent materials, small tools and construction equipment required to: pump out existing
containment structures, isolate and remove non-functioning pump and motor from concrete sump pit,
backfill structure with approved backfill(dirt) and re-grade the X-999 site, to restore it to a safe and
useable condition.

ATTACHED REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

SUPPLEMENTAL PSWP DOCUMENTS

Number Title

XXXXX-XXX latest revision Job Hazard Analysis

XXXXX-XXX latest revision Health and Safety Plan

XXXXX-XXX latest revision Quality Assurance Plan

Attachment J-29 Fire Protection

FSS-XX-XX Security Protocol

FBP-SM-PRO-OOO I3-F04 Checklist Movement of Heavy Equipment

FBP-WM-PL-00038 latest revision Generators Waste Managernent Plan

XXXXX-XXX latest revrsrr.ln Training Matrix

000 1 322-022 latest i ssuance Project 2 week look-ahead

Attachment J-13 Environmental Health and Safety Requirements for
On-Site Work (Revision 5)

XXXXX-XXX latest revision Hoisting and Rigging

Lifting Plan 3

Lifting Plan 4

Lifting Plan 5

Number Title

TBD Asbestos Abatement Plan

TBD Lead Abatement Plan
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FBP Project Contact Information

Name Title Phone E-mail

Ben Example Project Manager (740) xxx-
XXXX

ben.example@fbports.com

Joe Exarnple Contract Technical
Representative

(614) xxx-
XXXX

j oe. example@fbports.com

Al Example Construction Engineer (740) XXX-
XXXX

al.example@fbports.com

John Example Lead E,ngineer 8x1.1234 j ohn.example@fbports.com

Bob Example Superintendent Bxt.1234
Cell.

Bob.exampl

Jack Example Safety Supervisor (740) XXX-
XXXX

j ack. examp le@fbports.com

Bill Example Safety Field Coordinator (740) XXX-
XXXX

bi ll.example@fbports.corn

Jim Example Quality Assurance Specialist (740) xxx-
XXXX

j im.example@fbports.corn

Josh Example Quality Field lnspector (740) XXX-
XXXX

j osh.example@fbports.com

Jeff Example Waste Engineer (740) XXX-
XXXX

j eff. example@fbports.com

Shane Example Construction Supervisor (740) XXX-
XXXX

shane.example@fbports.com

XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmitralNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

FBP Emergency Contact Numbers

Emergency 91 I (from plant "land-line" / ('740) 897-2444

Security (740) 89'7-34s2

Plant Shift Superintendent (PSS) (740) 897-302s

Medical Services (740) 897-s923

Safety ('140) 897-3s96 I (s13)304-44s8
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XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

2. GENERAL PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS, LIMITÄTIONS, AND PERMITS

2.1 Scope of Work Briefing:

Each individual assigned to this project will be briefed on the SOW, the major activities and

associated hazards, andhazard mitigations utilizing this SSWP, JHA, HASP and applicable
contract documents. This briefing willbe detailed enough to give the worker an overview of the
following:

o Scope of Work

¡ Project requirements and expectations

o Health and Safety requirements and expectations

. ISMS 5 Core Functions & Seven Guiding Principles

o Reportingrequirements

. The Right to Stop Work

o Pre-and Post-Job Briefìngs

o Maintaining a Positive Questioning Attitude

o EmergencyPreparedness

2.2 Training

Contractor will verify that each employee has received required training per the contract
requirements prior to the start of work. A project specific Training Matrix will be used to verify
employees' training and to confirm workers are qualified to perform their assigned work.
Contractor will maintain the training matrix as required to reflect current worker training status,
inclusive ofthe addition ofpersonnel as the schedule requires.

2.3 Badging

After completing the required training each employee will be issued a site photo lD Badge.

2.4 Security Briefing

Each employee will participate in the WEMS security briefing. Each employee will read and be

briefed on the project specific security protocol. Each employee will sign off on the protocol
acknowledging he or she understands and will abide by the security requirements.

2.5 Site Preparation

Contractor will coordinate with FBP for required site preparations prior to mobilizing.
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XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

2.6 Personal Protective Equipment

Contractor will follow the PPE requirements as defined within the HASP, JHA and contract for
each activity. At a minimum the following PPE is required: hard hat, safety glasses, safety boots
and high visibility shirt/outer clothing or vest.

2.7 Field Walk Down

A field walk-down will be conducted by FBP and Contractor personnel prior to initial work start.
This walk-down will be documented on the Attachment J-5 Contractor Daily Report.

2.8 Work Start Approval

Contractor will coordinate with FBP to obtain Work Start Approval from the Facility Manager(s).
The Facility Manager or designee will authorize the Contractor to work in their facility by signing
offon the project work order.

2.9 Inbound / Outbound Equipment Inspection

Contractor will follow the Contract inspection requirements for inbound and outbound of
equipment. Equipment will be inspected to ensure safety and compliance with regulatory and

manufacturer's maintenance requirements. Inspections will be performed by the FBP Leased

Equipment Manager or designee. A baseline radiological inspection will be performed as

directed by FBP Radiological Personnel. An outbound survey and UE-5 form willbe completed
and approved prior to equipment leaving the site.

2. I 0 Pre-Job/Post-Job Briefìng

Pre-Job: At the star-t of each work week (prior to the start of work) Contractor and FBP jointly
will provide a full job briefing for the upcoming week of scheduled work activities (FBP-NSE-
PRO-00002-F01, Rev.6). Each day forward contractor (with FBP presence) willgive a daily
briefìng in the form of an STA (FBP-NSE-PRO-0002-F03) discussing the scope of work to be
performed for that day, the associated hazards and hazard mitigations to be taken to execute the
work.

Post-Job: At the end of each day Contractor (with FBP presence) will hold a post-job briefing,
documenting feedback, concerns, change conditions and opporlunities for improvement. This
feedback will be addressed at that meeting or at a follow-up meeting.

2.l l Plant Radio:

A minimum of one plant radio will be provided by FBP to Contractor. FBP radios are able to
access plant Emergency Frequencies and monitor site conditions. FBP will provide additional
radios as needed.

2. l2 Established Work Boundary

Contractor will establish and maintain access control boundaries at the work site for the duration
of the project. These boundaries will define the project work areas. Signage at the work site will
identify the project name, minimum PPE requirements for entry, and project lead personnel with
contact information.
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XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

2.13 RCT Pre-work Surveys:

Contractor will coordinate with FBP RCT to perform pre-work surveys prior to any
Penetrati on/Excavation.

Prior to any work at an elevation of greater than eight I feet contractor will ensure that that FBP
RCT has been contacted to perform pre-work surveys.

2.14 Lasers

Contractor will register lasers with FBP IH Department/Laser SME and ensure proper postings re

in place.

2.15 Nuclear Density Gauge

If it is determined that a nuclear density gauge will be needed the Contractor will notify FBP
Radiological Controls department prior to bringing the unit onto the reservation.

2.16 Permits

Contractor will request permits required for the performance of the work as described in the
contract. Prior to the initiation of any permit-required work, Contractor will verif, that the permit
is complete, signed, and the work is ready to be performed; verification will be documented on
Attachment J-5 Contractor Daily Report. For Excavation/Penetration permits contractor will
coordinate a walk down of the scope within 2 weeks prior to the activity.

2.17 Hoisting and Rigging:

When Hoisting or Rigging is required, Contractor will complete a lift check sheet and/or submit a
lift plan to FBP for approval prior to performing the work.

2.18 Transportation of Major Equiprnent:

Contactor will pre-walk travel routes to verify dimensional clearances and overhead obstructions
prior to transporting major pieces of equipment. As required, Contractor will utilize spotters to
assist in the movement of heavy equipment and oversized materials. Contractor will utilize FBP
form FBP-FRM-00947 Checklist Movement of Heavy Equipment. Contractor willensure proper
notifications to FBP for deliveries and roadway traffìc impacts and ensure all overhead
obstructions are fl agged.

2.19 Equipment and Tool Calibration:

Contractor will work with the FBP QA representative and the approved QAP to ensure all testing
and measuring equipment have current calibration documentation prior to use.

2.20 Storage of Combustibles

Storage of combustibles and refueling of equipment shall be in compliance with contract
Attachment J-29, Fire Protection.

2.27 Current Documentation
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XYZ Construction (Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev I

Contractor will ensure that the latest revision/issuance of documentation is maintained in the
field. Should changes be identified, the docurnentation will be updated and a re-briefing will be

conducted for all employees.

2.22 QA Inspections

Contractor will work closely with the FBP QA representative to ensure all required inspections
occur per the QA plan, inclusive of the Installation Quality Plan (lQ), Operational Quality Plan
(OQ) and Performance Quality Plan (PQ).

2.23 Daily Reports and lnspections:

Contractor will complete the required daily reports and inspections (in addition to other contract
required repons) as identified in the contract.

The following reports will be submitted to FBP as stipulated in the contract unless otherwise
agreed to by FBP.

Contractors Daily Report (J-5)

Contractors Daily Equiprnent Inspection Report

. STA

. Full Pre-Job Brief

2.24 SDS

Contractor will submit SDS for all chemicals prior to bringing chemicals on site. Contractor will
also provide the required storage and reporting for all chemicals brought on site as described in
the contract.

2.25 Hazard Com m un i cation

All employees and subcontractors shall be made aware of the OSHA 29 CFR 1926.59 Hazard
Communication Standard for hazardous chemicals associated with project activities. Any
employee/subcontractor has the right to know about any hazardous material that they may come
in contact with while working on this project. A Safety Data Sheet (SDS) will be maintained
onsite for each hazardous chernicals/materials brought onto the jobsite. The SDSs will be

maintained at the jobsite by the contractor and available for worker review. Allhazardous
materials will be identified with the proper labeling in accordance with the SDS, and OSHA 29
CFR 1926.59. Per J-13 SDS must be submitted 15 days in advance of the chemical arriving
onsite.

2.26 Waste Management:

Contractor will work with FBP's Waste Engineer to ensure compliance with the GWMP per

contract requirements.

2.27 High Hazard Work

Contractor will ensure the following High Hazard Work will not be performed prior to the review
and approval of the High Hazard Review Board.

a
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a

(Example) SSWP SLrbmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev 1

Electrical - electrical work requiring an energized electrical work permit over 50V or a
permitted lockout/tagout 480Vor higher.

Excavating and Penetrations (permit required)

Elevated Work - Over 6' from the adjacent working surface that requires Personal Fall Arrest
System (PFAS) as defined in FBP-OS-PRO-00020 - Fall Prevention and Protection

Hoisting and Rigging- Critical lifts requiring a critical lift plan

Radiological and Chemical (Rad requiring an ALARA review & Chemical for high
concentration acids, caustics (>10% concentrations)

2.28 Hold Points:

Supervisor will ensure Hold Points are signed off prior to moving forward with the work.

Hold Point

Supervisor shall verify that all personnel under their direct supervision have received the required
training, project briefìng and are qualified to perform their work assignments as stipulated in the
contract. Hold point approval shall be documented on "Attachment J-5 (Contractor Daily
Report)"

Contractor Supervisor Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

FBP Project Manager or Designee Date

3. STATEMENT OF WORK

The major work activities are identified below to provide a basic understanding of the approach and

execution methods and means to accomplish the work. References to safety controls and mitigators are in
Job Hazard Assessment (JHA) (Submittal no. O00XXXX-YYY) are denoted, by listed activity.

NOTE: Work activities may be sequenced in other than the listed order to safely accomplish the work, if
necessary.

3.T MOBILIZATION

PREREQUISITES. PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
¡ Ensure SSWP, JHA, and other required submittals identified in J-8 are submiued and

status B at a minimum prior to mobilization.
o Obtain written FBP approval prior to mobilization
o CTR has provided direction for authorization to access facility(s).
o Ensure employees and sub-tier employees are properly trained, badged, and been

provided FBP site orientation, as outlined in applicable training matrix

a

a

a

a
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Ensure Construction Equiprnent and Vehicles are Rad surveyed and inspected upon entry
into the facility ensure FBP equipment manager has been notifìed for inbound equipment
inspection.
Contact RADCON for survey's prior to any ground disturbance

PERMITS _

o None

Competent Personnel-
. Equipment Operator

' Spotter

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA I4-0283) -
. 0283-l - Struck by vehicle or falling object
. 0283-l - Musculoskeletal injury
. 0283-1 - Pinch Points
o 0283-1 -Overhead hazards
. 0283-l - Stop work authority
. 0283-l - Inclement weather
. 0283-l - Emergency event
. 0283-l - Slips, Trips, and Falls

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION _

3.1.1 Company will mobilize crew, subcontractor cre\rys, materials, tools and equipment to
the site and stage all items within the confines of the site boundaries. A Case 580N backhoe,
or equivalent, will be delivered on flatbed trailer, towed behind 1-ton pickup. Off-loading
will be by a trained equiprrent operator. Hand tools, pump, and generator will be off-loaded
and staged on site using forklift. Due to anticipated duration on site, no trailers will be

mobilized.

3.1.2 Coordinate with CTR to obtaining mowing services for all planned areas of cut and fill

3.1.3 A perimeter barrier will be installed using T post and plastic construction fencing to
keep unauthorized personnel from the work area. The construction area will be posted with
proper signage. A designated smoking area will be identified and posted as designated
smoking area.

3.2 STORM \ryATER PUMPING & DISPOSAL

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -
o Equipment Training (Pump)
¡ Ensure water quality is acceptable for disposal

PERMITS -
. Confined Space Entry (ifrequired for access into foundations)

Competent Personnel-
. Industrial Hygienist (lH)
. Confined space competent person
. Confined space entrant/attendant

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA I4-0283)-
o 0283-2 - Musculoskeletal Strains and Sprains

a

a
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. 0283-2 - Fire (Flammables)
o 0283-2 - Noise
o 0283-2 - Lacerations
. 0283-2 - slips, Trips, and Falls
. 0283-2 - lnhalation
. 0283-2 - Fueling of equipment
. 0283-2 - Skin lrritation
. 0283-2 - Hazardous Atmosphere

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION _

3.2.1 Hold Point - Ensure water has no oily sheen on the surface prior to pumping.

Contact Environmental Management through CTR for approval to pump and dispose on

site.

CTR or Designee Date

3.2.2 Pump water using a 3" centrifugal pump to draw down and dispose of storm water

collected in the existing concrete foundations. Discharge directly to the adjacent drainage

ditch by means of a 3" discharge hose. NOTE: Should water quality dictate the need for
containerizing the water, company will coordinate this effort through CTR to obtain
required container for storage for disposal by FBP.

3.2.3 Hold Point - If access into the existing concrete containment structures is required

to clean out the bottom slabs, a Competent Person will sample air quality within the

lower portion of the structure(s) prior to personnel entry. FBP confined space program

SME will determine if permitted or non-permitted confined space entry is required,

subject to air monitoring results, and proper access/egress is in place.

CTR or Designee Date

3.2.4 lf reqlired, personnel will enter the containment structures to clean out debris

3.3 ISOLATE AND REMOVB NON-FUNCTIONING PUMP AND MOTOR ASSEMBLY
FROM SUMP PIT

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -
. Equipment Training (backhoe)
. Personnel Training
o Contractor will complete a lift check sheet and/or submit a lift plan to FBP for approval prior

to performing the work.
. Arc Flash Evaluation

Permits-
. LOTO
. Confined space
¡ Hoisting and Rigging

Competent Personnel-
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olH
¡ Hoisting & Rigging
. Equipment Operator
o Electrician
. Confined Space

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA 14-0283) -
. 0283-3 - Slips, Trips, and Falls
. 0283-2 - Musculoskeletal Strains and Sprains
. 0283-2 - lnhalation
. 0283-4 -Confined Space
. 0283-9 - Electric Shock
. 0283-l l-Hoisting and Rigging

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION -
3.3.I LOTOHOLDPOINT

Contractor Supervisor and FBP Supervisor/CTR shall ensure that locks and tags are
properly installed on the applicable system.

Contractor Supervisor Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

Establish Arc Flash Evaluation

Perform System Isolation Verification for LOTO of pump power supply.

Inspect Multi-meter to be a Class III or IV and rated for the voltage being tested

Don PPE per Arc Flash Evaluation

Verify digital multi-meter is functional with known source

Verify zero voltage (AVT)

Page 13 of20
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Reeunro roR
Srsp(s)

Hezeno CoNrnol

Shock Hazard CAT 0 PPE per Arc Flash Evaluation EVAL-DE-2014-XXXX
o NFPA 7082012 Protective Clothing, HR Category 0
o Protective Footwear, electrical resistant
o Protective Eyewear, non-conductive with rigid side shields
o Gloves, low voltage with leather protectors
o Coveralls, Natural Fiber
¡ Ear Plugs

2.3.1

2.3.1

Work Boundary Areas per Arc Flash Evaluation EVAL-DE-2014-XXXX
¡ Arc Flash Boundary: 42"
¡ Limited Approach Boundary: 42"
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¡ Verify digital multi-meter is functional with known source

3.3.2 Hold Point - For access into the sump pit, IH will sample air quality within the
lower portion of the structure(s) prior to personnel entry. FBP confined space SME will
determine if permitted or non-permitted confined space entry is required, subject to air
monitoring results, and proper access/egress is in place.

Competent Person Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

3.3.3 Contractor personneI shall enter sump pit and perform Absence of Voltage Testing
to Confirm LOTO

Hold Point Verify AVT completed

Competent Person Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

3.3.4 Contractor personnel shall disconnect the identified electrical supply to the motor.

3.3.5 HOLD POINT Contractor will complete a lift check sheet and/or submit a lift plan

to FBP for approval prior to rigging or hoisting the pump/motor assembly.

Conrpetent Person Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

3.3.6 Contractor shall attach approved lifting fixture to pump/motor assembly, remove
anchor bolts and lift assembly from sump pit utilizing lifting eye on backhoe.

3.3.7 HOLD POINT When specific activities requiring LOTO are completed and

LOTO is no longer required, THEN Supervisor shall ensure that locks, tags have been

removed once in safe configuration.

Competent Person Date

FBP Supervisor/CTR Date

3.4 BACKFILLCONCRETEFOUNDATIONS

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -
o Notify WEMS Security of scheduled truckloads of import materials
o Ensure Delivery Drivers are briefed to security plan and have correct PPE
o Ensure additional Escorts are available for delivery drivers
o All site personnel to wear reflective safety vests due to increased truck traffrc

PERMITS -
o None

Competent Personnel-
o Industrial Hygienist
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JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA I4-0283)-
. 0283-4 - Flying Particles
. 0283-4 - Caught Between
. 0283-4 - Concrete Burns
. 0283-4 - Respirable Dust
o 0283-4 - Mobile Equipment
. 0283-4 -Trips, Slips, Falls
. 0283-4 - Tip Over

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION -
3.4.1 CONTRACTOR will import lean concrete mixture (slurry) materials from off-site
source. Trucks (Cement Mixers) will be used to deliver and place lean concrete. Trucks will
be escofted to the job site by Badged Escorts. Spotters will be used to back trucks into
position for dumping loads.

3.4.2 Materials will be spread by constantly moving the chute to place lean mix to required
fill height. Equipment and personnel will stay back from durnping area and behind the
perimeter barrier while placing materials.

3.5 SITE GRADING

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -

o Requires RADCON survey prior to ground disturbance and during grading
operations

. Perform/Review topographic surface conditions

. Equipment Operator training

PERMITS
a Excavati on/Penetration Permit

Competent Personnel-
. Equipment Operator

' Spotter

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA r4-0283)
t 0283-4 - Flying Particles
o 0283-4 - Caught Between
. 0283-4 - Concrete Burns
. 0283-4 - Respirable Dust
. 0283-4 - Mobile Equipment
. 0283-4 - Trips, Slips, Falls

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION -
3.5.1 Surface area will be randomly staked or painted to delineate cut and fill requirements

3.5.2 Hold Point - CONTRACTOR will ensure Rad survey is completed prior to disturbing
ground surface, and that Excavation/Penetration Permit is in hand.

DateCTR or Designee
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3.5.3 A Case backhoe will be used to grade surface area to ensure proper drainage by creating
flow paths to adjacent drainage ditches. Equiprnent Operator will be trained to the equipment
being utilized. Surface cuts should not exceed 3" to 6" to accomplish this. Excavated soils
will be used to re-contour ground surface, where needed, to promote drainage.

3.5.4 Back-drag entire surface area with bucket to obtain a smooth and uniform contoured
surface.

3.6. REVEGETATION

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -

. Additional Escorts needs for mobilized equipment
o Use dust masks or respirators when applying mulch
. Equipment training (Hydro Seeder)

PERMITS-
Nonea

Competent Personnel-

' Spotter

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA I4-0283) -
0283-5 - Caught Between
0283-5 - Lacerations
0283-5 - Respiratory Hazard
0283-5 - Flying Debris
0283-5 - Defective Equipment

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION -

3.6.1 CONTRACTOR will mobilize a Hydro Mulch/Seeder to apply hydro mulch and seed to
the disturbed areas. Truck will be escorted and flagger/spotter used to ensure personnel stay
clear ofoperations.

3.7 DEMOBILIZATION & CLOSE-OUT

PREREQUISITES, PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS -

¡ RADCON Support for equipment surveys to release from site
. Equipment Operator training

PERMITS -
o None

Competent Personnel-
. Equipment Operator

' Spotter

JHA REFERENCES (XYZ-JHA I4-0283) -
¡ 0283-5 - Caught Between
. 0283-5 - Lacerations

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION _

3.7.1 As work is completed, CONTRACTOR will demobilize; trucks, flatbed trailer, Bobcat,
pump, portable generator, tools, Cement Mixers, and Hydro Mulch/Seeder. Coordinate with
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CTR or Designee Date

4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

(Example) SSWP SubmittalNo. XXXX-0045 Rev 1

FBP for RADCON support to survey and clear all items and equipment prior to removal from
site. Equipment loading will be executed by trained Equipment Operator.

3.7 .2 Hold Point - Perform final walk-down of site with CTR and obtain final concurrence of
completion

CTR or Designee Date

3.7.3 Hold Point - Material and equipment has been surveyed and UE-5 received.

CTR or Designee Date

3.7.4 Hold Point - Equiprnent Manager Inspection prior to release.

Project lVlanager . Responsible for the overall safety, quality, schedule and cost performance ofthe
project.

¡ Ensures compliance with contractual requirements.
. Provides project status updates to FBP Project Manager.

Site Superintendent
(John Doe)

. Responsible for all on-site safety, quality and schedule performance.
¡ Leads and directs the daily site activities and crews.
. Attends FBP briefings and meetings. Provides direct oversight of sub-tier

contractors and vendors while on site.
. Serves as the Quality Representative and main POC on this task.

Health & Safety Officer
(Jerry Smith)

. Responsible for ensuring safefy compliance with OSHA standards and site
requirements.

. Performs field safety audits and inspections.
o Generates OSHA and contract specific documentation and reports.
¡ Mentors field crews in safe techniques to completing their tasks.

Quality Representative
(Paul Doe)

¡ Serve as the Quality Representative on this task
o Performs inspections of completed work activities to ensure compliance with

SOW and applicable specifications.
Foreman
(Tom Jones)

o Front line supervisor providing direct supervision to craftsmen and equipment
operators.

. Prepares daily reporting of field activities.

. Schedules worker assignments and coordinates field activities.

. Leads and documents daily STA reviews with site personnel.
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4.2 ORGANIZATIONALCHART

4.3 SUB-TIER CONTRACTORS/VENDORS

XYX CONSTRUCTION will self-perform the following work scope; site survey, mowing, water
pumping, anchor bolt cleaning, foundation backfill, and site grading and contouring. Sub-tier
contractors will perform the following activities/task:

AAA Redi-Mix - Lean Concrete Supply

BBB Hydro Seeding - Mulch and Seed Application

4.4 STAFFING

XYX Construction
Site Superintendent - I
Health & Safety Officer - I
Foreman - 1

Heavy Equipment Operator- I

John Doe
Project Manager

J.J. Smith
Health & Safety Officer

J.L. Jones
Site Superintend

P.K. Doe

QualitY
Representative

AAA Redi-Mix
Subcontractor

Frank Smith
Foreman

XYZ Construction
Trades

BBB Hydro Seeding
Subcontractor

Operator (L) Laborers (4)
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General Laborers - 4

ÄAA Redi-Mix Driver - 3

BBB Hvdro Seedine
Operator/Driver - 1

Laborer - 1

4.5 WORK HOURS & SHIFTS

Work hours are from 7:00 AM to 5:30 PM Monday through Thursday. Only a Day Shift will be

worked. Should overtime be needed to make-up for schedule delays, CONTRACTOR will
submit for approval to work Friday(s) and/or Saturday(s).

4.6 EQUIPMENT LIST

. Case 580N Backhoe- I

¡ Cement Trucks (Mixer) - (Vendor supplied for material deliveries)
. 10-Wheeler Dump Truck - (Vendor supplied for material deliveries)
. Portable Generator - I
. 3" dia. Centrifugal Pump wiDischarge Hose - I
o E,lectrical test meter

4.7 MATERIALS LIST

List of major permanent materials with identified long-lead items:

Lons-Lead Items:

. None

Maior Materials:

o Lean Concrete (1,500 PSI Mix)
o Imported Earth Fill (clean fill materials)

4.8 INSPECTION PLAN

At a minimum, quality inspections will be performed and documented at the following intervals:

o Site Survey
o Water quality prior to pumping
. After water removal to check foundation bottoms for debris
o During and after lean concrete placement
o Final grading and clean-up

4.9 WASTE MANAGEMENT

The only wastes being generated from this site will be debris collected from the
containment structures and from site cleanup activities. Debris will be collected and

containerized by the CONTRACTOR and left in open containers/packaging for
inspection. FBP RADCON techs and Waste Packaging Coordinator (WPC) will check all
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materials to be disposed of prior to disposal into dumpsters. Off-site disposal of garbage
and debris shall be handled by COMPANY (FBP). CONTRACTOR personnel shall load
debris and garbage into disposal containers once RADCON and WPC have cleared the
materials for disposal.

Surface materials excavated during grading operations are being re-used for surface
contouring on-site.

Wastewater disposal from flooded containment structures will be directly discharged to
adjacent drainage ditch þased on FBP determination ofwater quality).
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This Geotechnical Investigation Engineering Report(GlER) describes the geotechnical site investigation
activities performed in support of the construction of an On-Site Waste Disposal Facility (OSWDF) at the
U.S. Deparlment of Energy (DOE) Pofismouth Gaseous Diffirsion Plant (PORTS), located in Piketon,
Ohio. The purpose of this report is to present and summarize the data from geotechnical investigations
performed at the site and at off-site borrow areas. This report may be updated or supplemented, as

required, if additionalgeotechnicalinvestigation activities are performed.

I.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In April 2010, the DOE and the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) entered into The

April 13, 2010 Dh'ectot"s Final Findings and Orders.for Removal Action and Remedial Investigation and
Feasibility Study and Remedial Design and Remedial Actìon, incltding the July 16, 2012 Modification
Íhereto (DFF&O) (Ohio EPA 2012). This agreement sets the stage for how the decontamination and
decommissioning (D&D), including D&D Waste Disposition (WD) decisions, for the PORTS DOE D&D
site will proceed. The agreement adopts the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), as amended 42 United States Code (USC) 9601 et. seq., as the
regulatory framework under which decisions for D&D and WD will take place.

On 30 June 2015, the Ohio EPA signed the Record of Decision (ROD) (DOE 2015) for the Site-Wide
Waste Disposition Evaluation Project. The ROD identifies an OSWDF as the selected alternative for on-
site disposal for waste produced from the D&D of PORTS. This waste must also meet the Waste
Acceptance Criteria (WAC) for disposition within the OSWDF.

A remedial investigation and feasibility study (RI/FS) was prepared for the PORTS site (DOE 2014a). In
the RIiFS, four potential Study Areas (Areas A, B, C, and D) were evaluated for feasibility. Based on the
criteria described in detail in the RI/FS and as identified in the ROD, Area D has been chosen as the
location for the OSWDF. Therefore, the geotechnical investigations performed for the site have focused
on Area D, complemented by investigations in Areas A through C as appropriate.

1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION
This report is organized as follows:

Section I - This section presents a description ofproject and scope ofthis report

Section 2 This section provides a description of the geotechnical investigations performed

Section 3 This section summarizes and describes the results of the geotechnical investigations

Section 4 This section describes appropriate geotechnical parameters for the design of the
OSWDF and associated support facilities based on the geotechnical investigation.

Section 5 This section includes a set of concluding remarks and limitations involved in this
report.

a
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2. DESCRIPTION OF IITVESTIGATIONS

2.I 1994 HYDROGEOLOGIC REPORT
In 1994, DOE proposed a new sanitary landfill for the Poftsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. The
proposed location of the landfill (referred to as the X-737 landfill) was west of Area D adjacent to the
North Access Road. As part of the design efforl for the X-737 landfill, Ogden Environmental and Energy
Services Co., Inc. prepared a detailed Hydrogeologic Site Investigation Report (referred to as the "1994
Hydrogeologic Report") (Ogden 1994), including information from the drilling and installation of eleven
groundwater monitoring wells during June and July 1993.

2.2 PRELIMINARYGEOTECHNICALINVESTIGATION
A Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation (PGI) was performed in Areas A, B, C, and D. The PGI
sampling plan was finalized in August 201 I in the document titled Geotechnical Sampling and Analysis
Plan for the Sitewide llaste Disposition Evaluation Projecl at Íhe PorÍsmouÍh Gaseous Dffision Plant,
Piketon, Ohio (Revision 4) (FBP 201 1). This document summarizes the project organization, data quality
objectives, procedures, design rationales, and proposed methodologies for the PGI. Based on this plan,
the following activities were performed as part of the PGI:

lnstallation of seven monitoring wells (WD-MW01B to WD-MW07B);

Installation of 27 piezometers (WD-PZ}IGto WD-PZ03G, WD-PZO4C toWD-PZ2}C, WD-
PZl SCA, and WD-PZ23C to WD-PZ2&C);

a Performance of 21 cone penetration tests (CPTs) (WD-CPT-O1 to WD-CPT-21);

. Advancement of 36 soilborings (WD-SB-O1 to WD-SB-36);

. Geophysical well logging to characterize fracturing of bedrock;

a Standard Penetration Tests (SPT) and collection of disturbed split spoon samples;

¡ Collection of undisturbed Shelby Tube samples;

Excavation of two test pits (TPl and TP2);

a

a

a

a Collection of rock cores; and

a Detailed laboratory testing program on samples from the PGI fieldwork.

2.3 SUPPLEMENTALPRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICALIIIVESTIGATION
The Supplemental Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation (SPGI) began in 2012 and included further
investigation of Area D, along with a preliminary investigation of two potential off-site borrow sources.
The SPGI sampling plan was finalized in June 2012inthe document titled Supplemental Geotechnical
Sampling and Analysis Plan for the Sitewide úl'aste Disposition Evaluation Project at the Portsmouth
Gaseous Dffision Plant, Piketon, Ohio (Revision 5) (FBP 2012). This document summarizes the project
organization, data quality objectives, procedures, design rationales, and proposed methodologies for the
SPGI. Based on this plan, the following activities were performed as part of the SPGI:

o Advancement of 36 soil borings (WD-SB-37 to WD-SB-72);
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. SPT testing and collection of disturbed split spoon samples;
¡ Collection of undisturbed Shelby Tube samples;
o Collection of rock cores; and
. Detailed laboratory testing program on samples from the SPGI fieldwork.

2.4 LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS
Laboratory testing was performed on samples from the PGI and SPGI. Based on the subsurface
stratigraphy developed from the field investigations, laboratory testing was perfonned on a variety of
samples from the soil and rock layers described in Section 3. The laboratory testing included the

following ASTM International (ASTM) and Kentucky Method (KM) tests:

a lndex Properties
o Particle Size Analysis - ASTM D422
o Engineering Classification - ASTM D2487
o Atterberg Limits - ASTM D4318
o Specific Gravity - ASTM D854
o Moisrure Content and Unit Weight - ASTM D2216 and ASTM D7263
Compaction
o Standard Proctor - ASTM D698
Shear Strength
o Consolidated Undrained (CU) Triaxial Compression - ASTM D4767
o Rock Core Compressive Strength - ASTM D7012
California Bearing Ratio (CBR)
o Califomia Bearing Ratio - ASTM Dl883
Permeability
o Hydraulic Conductivity - ASTM D5084
Consolidation
o Consolidometer- ASTM D2435
Rock Durability
o Slake Durability - ASTM D4644
o Jar Slake - KM 64-514-08

a

a

a

2.5 2014 HYDROGEOLOGIC REPORT
In January 2014, a hydrogeologic report titled Hydrogeologic Report for Stttdy Area D (Proposed On-Site
Disposal Cell Location) at the Portsmouth Gaseous Dffision Plant, Piketon, Ohio (referred to as the
"2014 Hydrogeologic Repoft") (DOE 2014b) was prepared to support proper siting, design, construction,
operation, and monitoring of the OSWDF. The 2014 Hydrogeologic Report characterizes the site geology
and hydrogeology within Area D.

2,6 SELECTED DATA PRESENTED IN THIS REPORT
The data presented herein only includes data relevant to Area D. This includes data from Area D, as well
as relevant data from the 1994 Hydrogeological Report and Areas A, B, and C for characterization of the
Minford Formation and the subsurface rock layers that were deemed to be fairly homogeneous across the
entire site.

The as-built locations of the PGI and SPGI investigation locations are shown in Table 2- l, based on an

as-built survey prepared by APX Engineers and Surveyors (shown in Figure 2-l) dated 7 March 2013 and
a supplementary as-built survey prepared by Howerton Engineering and Surveying, PLLC (included as

Appendix J) dated I October 2013.
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Relevant boring logs from the PGI and SPGI are included in Appendices A and B, respectively. Relevant
results of the PGI and SPGI testing program are described in detail in Sections 3 and 4 of this report. In
the boring logs as well as in this report, elevations are referred to in units of ft above mean sea level
(ft MSL), where mean sea level refers to the NAVD88 datum.
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Table 2-1. As-Built Information for PGI and SPGI Boring Logs

Boring lD Easting Northing
Ground EL

(fr MSL)

WD-MWO3B * 7837740.73 376124.78 7ß.82
WD-MWO4B * 1832793.33 377772.O2 703.86

WD-MWOsB * 1830801.28 378535.25 695.78

WD-SB-22 1829599.92 377829.65 687.60

WD-SB-23 1832140.73 377308.59 764.8r

WD-SB-24 1831216.01 376785.43 747.37

WD-SB-25 1830381.40 375624.97 686.74

WD-SB-26 1830s36.94 378310.99 702.83

WD-SB-27 t832292.58 378807.65 738.25

WD-SB-28 1831674.93 378525.1s 75L.84

WD.SB-29 1831259.81 378029.20 699.13

WD-SB-30 t832t22.M 377837.83 751..84

WD-SB-31 1831356.57 377204.r9 7M.51

WD-SB-32 1830415.11 377031.83 721.85

wD-sB-33 * 7832854.97 376585.69 742.73

WD-SB-34 1830743.75 377806.M 728.05

WD-SB-35 1830089.97 376780.36 727.23

WD-SB-36 r83rt77.97 376675.47 752.48

WD-SB-37 1832s88.15 377æ7.52 7L3.45

WD-SB-38 * 1831487.70 376303.79 772.58

WD-SB-39 * t832400.!s 376623.53 780.49

WD-SB-40 * 1832720.L5 376907.90 747.60

WD-SB-41 7832342.63 376894.74 779.88

WD-SB-42 * 1830811.96 376721..9r 757.07

WD-SB-43 1830816.78 375930.82 6U.28
WD-SB-44 1830923.91 376260.66 703.23

WD-SB-45 1830817.31 376098.29 692.13

Boring lD Easting Northing
Ground EL

(ft MSL)

WD-SB-46 * 7831628.26 377356.ß 752.86

WD-SB-47 * 1832304.87 377872.6r 733.19

WD-SB-48 * 7832130.82 378773.73 759.77

WD-S8.49 1831698.43 3798r'.8.46 669.22

WD-SB-50 1829947.76 376702.2s 694.82

WD-SB-51 1831026.O2 378271.87 695.07

wD-sB-52 1837277.97 379307.00 666.64

WD_SB-53 * 1831473.63 377881.94 706.76

WD-SB-54 * 1831565.86 377812.06 710.83

WD-SB-55 1829586.85 376862.O7 675.58

WD-SB-56 1830086.62 375916.48 730.53

WD-SB-57 * 1830808.97 377426.21 7r0.32

WD-SB-58 1-830079.12 377r40.54 685.77

WD-SB-59 1828497.79 375839.38 673.43

WD-SB-60 1827866.26 374337.47 635.65

WD-SB-61 1828828.43 378104.51 657.47

wD-sB-62 7829223.78 377444.17 690.00

WD-SB-63 78297rr.æ 377420.43 738.67

WD-SB-64 1830396.89 376395.93 750.49

WD-S8-65 * 1829941.51 376113.31 748.90

WD-SB-66 1830259.33 378924.O8 675.18

WD-S8-67 + 1832U2.2s 376961.66 742.53

WD-SB-68 1828625.20 376528.61 679.93

WD-SB-69 782987r.97 375690.44 743.47

WD-SB-70 t827993.57 375071.70 æ2.O5

wD-sB-71* 7837824.52 37æ33.08 771..57

WD.SB_72 * 1833379.16 376956.49 772.74

Notes:
l. This table includes as-built inlonuation fbr borings conducted in Area D.
2. The locations and elevations shown in this table rvithout an asterisk are based on an as-built drawing prepared by
APX Engineers. dated 7 March 2013. presented in Figure 2-1.
3. The locations and elevations shown in this table with an asterisk are based on a supplementary as-built survey
prepared by Horverton Engineering and Surveying. PLLC. dated I October 2013, presented in Appendix J.
4. Boring WD-SB-33 is also relened to as WD-MW06B: WD-SB-42 is also refèrred to as WD-PZ23C: WD-SB-46 is

also referred to as WD-PZ24C: WD-SB-47 is also referred to as WD-PZ25C: WD-SB-48 is also referred to as

WD-PZ26C: WD-SB-53 is also relèned to as WD-PZ27C: and boring WD-SB-72 is also refbrred to as WD-PZ28C.
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Figure 2-1. As-Built Boring Locations
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3. RESULTS OF GEOTECHNICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 SITE GEOLOGY AND SUBSURFACE LAYERS
The subsurface materials underlying Area D are composed of bedrock overlain by a regolith of
unconsolidated deposits and weathered bedrock. For the purposes ofthis package and associated design,
regolith will be fufther differentiated into the Residuum and Minford Formations depending on the

geologic formation as described subsequently.

The geologic formations within the OSWDF footprint consist of a series of sedimentary rocks of upper
Devonian to lower Mississippian age. The nearly flat-lying sandstones and shales were deposited on the
western flank of the Appalachian Basin. The Berea and Sunbury formations are named for their most
prominent rock types, sandstone and shale, respectively. The CLryahoga Formation in southern Ohio is

predominantly shale; however, it contains numerous thin discontinuous sandstone lenses, including a

zone ofseveral layers ofinterbedded(120 Sandstone) sandstone lenses and at least one continuous (680

Sandstone) sandstone layer in Area D. A weathering mantle of partially weathered rock (Weathered
Cuyahoga Formation) and thoroughly weathered Residuum overlie the Cuyahoga bedrock. The age

sequence of these formations is shown below, from oldest (Berea Sandstone) to youngest (Residuum
formed on Cuyahoga Formation). It is noted that layers one through five in the list below (i.e., Residuum
through Cuyahoga Formation) are all part of the geologic formation identified as "Cuyahoga"; however,
for purposes of this report and the associated design, the terminology listed below will be used.

North and west of the OSWDF, the Gallia Sand (Gallia) and the Minford Clay and Silt (Minford)
Formations fill in portions of the ancestral Portsmouth River channel, overlying either Sunbury Shale or
Berea Sandstone. The Gallia consists of river deposits of silt, sand, and gravel. During the Pleistocene,
as glaciers dammed the northward-flowing Portsmouth River, a lake was formed and the Minford
Formation was deposited on top of the Gallia under quiescent conditions. It is noted that the Gallia was
rarely encountered in the boring logs and monitoring well logs in Area D and minimal geotechnical
information was available for the Gallia. The Gallia will therefore not be discussed in further detail.

From the boring logs and monitoring well logs in Area D, the following subsurface layers have been

identified (in order from top to bottom) as part of the Cuyahoga Formation and underlying layers:

l. Residuum
2. Weathered Cuyahoga Formation
3. Cuyahoga Formation
4. Sandstone layer at approximately 680 ft MSL, referred to as the "680 Sandstone"
5. Cuyahoga Formation
6. Sunbury Shale
7. Berea Sandstone

The elevations of each layer were calculated by: (i) locating the existing ground elevation of the boring or
monitoring well, based on an as-built survey prepared by APX Engineers and Surveyors dated 7 March
2013 and a supplementary as-built survey prepared by Howerton Engineering and Surveying, PLLC dated
I October 2013; and (ii) subtracting the depth to the top and bottom of each layer from the existing
ground elevation to calculate the elevation ofthe top and bottom ofeach subsurface layer. Table 2-1

shows the boring locations and elevations for the PGI and SPGI borings in Area D from the as-built
surveys.

During this process of identifying the subsurface layers, a consistent def,rnition of weathered shale

between the various borings and monitoring wells was not apparent. For example, the Rock Quality
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Designation (RQD) values for the "weathered shale" typically varied betrveen 50 and 90 (i.e., from
"good" to "excellent"), and the recorded hardness varied from "soft" to "very hard." In addition, the
boring logs and monitoring well logs included in Appendices A and B show that weathering is sometimes
observed below ar.rger refusal. However, for purposes of the design, it has been assumed that the
terminology "auger refusal" defines a line between a zone of Cuyahoga Formation with more weathering,
referred to as "Weathered Cuyahoga Formation," and a zone of Cuyahoga Formation with less

weathering, referred to as "Cuyahoga Formation," and therefore, the depth to the bottom of "Weathered
Cuyahoga Formation" (i.e., top of Cuyahoga Formation) is considered to be the auger refusal depth.

A summary of the thicknesses and elevations of each layer encountered in each soil boring is included in
Table 3-1. The top three layers (i.e., Residuum, Weathered Cuyahoga Formation, and Cuyahoga
Fonnation layers) represent varying degrees of weathering of the Cuyahoga Formation, with the contacts
between each of these layers generally mirroring the topography of the ground surface. The geologic
transitions between the deeper layers (i.e., the 720 and 680 Sandstones and deeper layers) are
approxirnately parallel, with a slight dip in the SE direction.

Several contour maps were prepared based on the boring logs and monitoring well logs, using the
computer programs Surfer (Golden Software 2001) and AutoCAD Civi13D 2015 (AutoCAD 2015), site
topography, and an understanding of the weathering and depositional processes associated with the
geologic formations. For a few contour maps, data from the PGI and SPGI was supplemented with data
from the historical borings presented in the 1994 Hydrogeologic Report. Specifically, this data was used
to the nofth and west of Area D. Copies of the contour maps are included as Appendix C. A detailed
description of the methodology for each contour map is summarized in Appendix D.

The geophysical logging performed as part of the PGI involved downhole logging of seven piezometers
(i.e., WD-PZO8C through WD-PZl4C). The summary repoft states, "The geophysical logs... indicate
that the bedrock in the investigation area is free from any major bedding plane fractures,joints or faults"
(AGS 201 l ).

3,2 HYDROGEOLOGY
This section presents a summary of the hydrogeological information provided in the RIiFS (DOE 2014a)
and the 2014 Hydrogeologic Report (DOE 2014b).

The Berea Sandstone is considered to be the uppermost aquifer at the site. However, the Cuyahoga
Formation is saturated in some locations with groundwater elevations varying between approximately 646
and717 ft MSL. The saturation zones in the Cuyahoga Formation occur: (i) at a 2-ft thick sandstone
layer and a 0.4-ft thick sandstone layer, separated by a2-ft thick shale (the 680 Sandstone); (ii) at several
tlrin interbedded sandstones occurring near an elevation of 720 ft MSL (the 720 Sandstone); and
(i i i) where fractures/j oi nts local ly contain groundwater.

The Berea Sandstone is deep, at approximately elevation 615 to 630 ft MSL. Five monitoring wells
screened in the Berea Sandstone (i.e., WD-MW03B to WD-MW07B) are located in Area D. Based on
groundwater elevations measured in these monitoring wells on 22 October 2012, The groundwater flow
direction near the OSWDF is approximately easterly, with a calculated hydraulic gradient of 0.006 ft/ft.
Based on the groundwater elevation data, it appears that the Berea Sandstone acts as a confined aquifer
with the potentiometric surface being approximately l0 to 15 ft above the top of Berea Sandstone
elevation. Water levels measured in the Berea sandstone monitoring wells were approximately 50 to 80 ft
below the water levels measured in the Cuyahoga Formation piezometers. Based on the results of
purnping tests perfonned in the Berea sandstone and the saturated zones of the Cuyahoga Formation,
there is little to no hydraulic communication between these two units.
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The 680 Sandstone appears to be mostly saturated and classifies as a significant zone of saturation. This
sandstone layer is continuous in the area and is more transmissive than the overlying or the underlying
shale. However, the 680 Sandstone is thin and has a low hydraulic conductivity and yield. Recharge
occurs in areas where the 680 Sandstone is exposed, subcropping beneath the Residuum and Weathered
Cuyahoga Formations. During wetter times of the year, recharge occurs where the 680 Sandstone is
closer to the surface and stress-relief fractures provide a pathway for water in the Residuum and
Weathered Cuyahoga Formations to recharge the upper bedrock (DOE 2014b). Purnping tests performed
in piezometers of the 680 Sandstone indicated little to no hydraulic connection between piezometers. As
a result, groundwater flows from the recharge areas radially outward beneath the proposed OSWDF
location. Groundwater moves towards areas of lower hydraulic head along valleys where the sandstone
outcrops and towards the east-southeast in a structurally down-dip direction (DOE 2014b).

The720 Sandstone also classifies as a significant zone ofsaturation. The zone is fairly continuous, but
the individual sandstone lenses that comprise this zone do not appear to be continuous (DOE 2014b).
Localized zones of saturation exist in some areas, and the sandstones can transmit groundwater more
readily than the overlying or underlying shale, but similar to the 680 Sandstone, these zones are thin,
discontinuous, and have a low yield. Groundwater recharge occurs where the sandstones outcrop or
subcrop beneath the Residuum and V/eathered Cuyahoga Fonnations, or where they are near the surface
in the weathered Cuyahoga Formation. Croundwater is then transmitted laterally along the sandstone
lenses and may re-emerge as ephemeral seeps along the hillside. Groundwater flow is expected to follow
topography and orientation of the individual sandstone lenses (DOE 2014b).
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4. SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS

4.I GEOTECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF ON-SITE SUBSURFACE SOILS

4.1.1 Introduction
As described previously, geotechnical samples from the field investigation were evaluated in the

laboratory as part of the PGI and SPGI. The laboratory tests perfonned as part of the PGI and SPGI can

be generally broken into two major categories: (i) laboratory tests on soil materials sampled with

undisturbed Shelby tube or disturbed split spoon samples; and (ii) laboratory tests on rock core samples.

The soil laboratory tests focused on the Residuum, Weathered Cuyahoga Formation and Minford
Formation soils and included index tests (i.e., moisture content, grain-size analysis, classification tests,

and/or Atterberg limits), consolidation tests, triaxial tests, hydraulic conductivity tests, proctor tests and

specific gravity tests. The laboratory tests on rock cores included moisture contents, density, hydraulic

conductiviry, unconfined compressive strength, slake durability and jar slake tests. A summary of the

laboratory testing data is included in Tables 4- I and 4-2. The laboratory test results from Area D are

tabulated in Appendix F.

The blow counts measured in the field (referred to as Nr;.¿¡) in the Residuum, Weathered Cuyahoga

Formation and Minford Formation soils varied based on depth. The field blow count ly'7i"r,t was corrected

to account for field conditions (Biringen and Davie 2008), and the correction is detailed in Appendix E.

The corrected blow counts are included in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.

The Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation layers were only encountered in Area D. The

Minford Formation was observed in Areas A, B, C, and the western portion of Area D. The subsurface

rock strata (i.e., Cuyahoga Formation, 680 Sandstone, Sunbury Shale, and Berea Sandstone) are

considered similar throughout the PORTS site; therefore, the laboratory data from Areas A through D

have been considered for the rock strata.

Based on the laboratory data and a detailed review of the literature, a set of recommended geotechnical

properties for subsurface layers has been proposed as shown in Table 4-3. Further details on the

parameters are listed below.

4.1.2 Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation
The recommended geotechnical properties for the Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation layers

are based on the results of the PGI and SPGI laboratory testing, and are summarized in the remainder of
this section.

USCS Classification. Residuum was typically classified as lean clay (CL) or silt (ML), with two
samples classified as fat clay (CH) and one sample classified as elastic silt (MH). Based on the

classification data, the Residuum appears to be mostly lean clay or silt'

Weathered Cuyahoga Formation was typically classified as lean clay (CL), with one sample classified as

silt (ML), one sample classified as elastic silt (MH), and one sample classified as silty clay (CL-ML)'
Based on the classification data, the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation appears to be mostly lean clay.

Natural Moisture Content. The average as-received moisture content of 60 Residuum samples was

14.6%o and the median as-received moisture content was 14.4Yo. For analysis purposes, a recommended

moisture content of 14.6%o has been selected for the Residuum based on the average as received moisture

content.
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The average as-received moisture content of 38 Weathered Cuyahoga Formation samples was 1 L2%o and
the median as-received moisture content was I 1 .l%o. For analysis purposes, a moisture content of 11.2%o

has been selected for the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation based on the average as-received moisture
content.

Unit Weight. The average as-received dry unit weight of four Residuum samples from Area D was I I 1.4

pounds per cubic foot (pcl) and the median as-received dry unit weight was I13.2 pcf. It is noted that a
potential outlier value of 102.6 pcf was identified in the raw data, therefore, the median is considered to
be more representative than the average value. Therefore, for analysis purposes, a dry unit weight of I l3
pcf has been selected for the Residuum based on the median value. Based on the selected dry unit weight
(i.e., yo:113 pcf) and moisture content (i.e., w:14.6%o),the wet unit weight can be calculated as follows:

v:To * (1*w) = 113 * (1* .1.46) = 129.50 x 730pcf

Therefore, a wet unit weight of 130 pcf has been selected for the Residuum.

The as-received dry unit weight of one Weathered Cuyahoga Formation sample from Area D was 121.8

pounds per cubic foot (pcf). For analysis purposes, a dry unit weight of 122 pcfhas been selected for the
Weathered Cuyahoga Formation.

Based on the dry unit rveight fi'om the Weatheled Cuyahoga Formation sample (i.e., yo= l2l .8 pcf) and

moisture content (i.e., w:l 7.2o/o), the wet unit weight can be calculated as follows:

T = yo* (1 * w) = 121.8* (1 * .1L2) = 135.44 x I35pcf
Therefore, a wet unit weight of 135 pcf has been selected for the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation.

Specific Gravity. The specific gravity of soil solids is defined as the ratio of the unit weight of a material
to the unit weight of water and typically ranges between 2.6 f.o 2.9 (Das 2006). The average specific
gravity of 43 Residuum samples was2.72 and the median specific gravity was2.7l. For analysis
purposes, a specific gravity of 2.'72 has been selected for the Residuum based on the average value.

The average specific gravity of 37 Weathered Cuyahoga Formation samples was2.75and the median
specific gravity was 2.78. For analysis purposes, a specific gravity of 2.75 has been selected for the

Weathered Cuyahoga Formation based on the average value.

In-Situ Permeability. Tlie permeability of undisturbed Residuurn samples from Area D varied based on
the confining pressure. For low confining pressures (e.g., 5 psi), the in-situ permeability of two samples
was 3.6x10-8 cm/s and l.9xl0-5 cm/s, with a logarithmic average permeability of 8.3x10-7 cm/s. For high
confining pressures (e.g., 40 psi or larger), the in-situ permeability varied between 1 ,9x10-8 cm/s and

8.9x10-6 cm/s, with a logarithmic average permeability of 3.9x10-7 cm/s.

No permeability tests were performed on undisturbed samples of the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation.

Drained Shear Strength. The long-term (i.e., drained) shear strength of the Residuum has been

calculated based on two consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial tests performed on samples from Area D.
The CU tests included pore-water pressure measurements which allowed for calculating drained (i.e.,

"effective") shear strength. The average effective friction angle was calculated to be 29.5o. A
conservative value of 25o is recommended.

No CU triaxialtests were performed on Weathered Cuyahoga Formation samples from Area D. It is
noted that the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation soil is expected to be equal to or stronger than the
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Residuum soil due to the presence of rock fragments. However, to be conservative, the Weathered
Cuyahoga Formation soil is assumed to have the same shear strength as the Residuum soil (i.e., 25").

The drained friction angle can also be evaluated based on the corrected SPT N blow counts using the
following correlation (Hatanaka and Uchida 1996):

ôt:(20*Noo)o.s+18

Where: þ':drained friction angle (') and Noo:corrected SPT N blow count. It is noted that the literature
allows the normalization of Noo based on an effective overburden stress of 98 kPa (approximately
2046psf,equivalenttoapproximately l5-lSftofsoil). ItisnotedthattheSPTNblowcountstypically
have overburden stress values less than 2046 psf; therefore, the normalization procedure will result in an

increase in the calculated SPT N blow count (which will thereby increase the calculated friction angle).
Therefore, for purposes ofthe design, the nonnalization procedure has been conservatively ignored.

The Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Fonnation soils have been broken into sublayers based on
corrected SPT N blow counts and depth below ground surface (bgs) as follows:

o Depth 0 ro 2.5 ft bgs: SPT N:7;
. Depth2.5to7.5 ftbgs: SPTN:15;
. Depth 7.5 to 10 ft bgs: SPT N:35; and
. Depth > l0 ft bgs: SPT N:60.

It is noted that these SPT N values are typically less than the corrected blow counts based on observed
blow counts in field borings, as shown in Figure 4-1.

Based on the blow counts, the friction angle is calculated to be 29.8" (i.e., for a SPT N value of 7), 35.3o
(i.e., for a SPT N value of l5) and over 40o for SPT N values of35 and 60. Therefore, the selected shear

strength value of 25" for Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation is considered to be conservative.

It is noted that a cohesion intercept of zero is conservatively recommended for long term conditions.
However, it is noted that the literature indicates that root reinforcement due to vegetation provides an

"apparent cohesion" effect, which increases the shear streng1h ofthe soil near the surface. The magnitude
ofthe root reinforcement effect varies based on the type ofvegetation. The long-term vegetation for the
OSWDF and surrounding areas is expected to be native grasses. The expected shear strength of grasses

varies between 72 psf (Abramson et al. 1996) to over 300 psf (Goldsmith 2006). Therefore, the soil has

been assumed to have a minimum shear strength of 100 psf, representing root reinforcement and other
potential effects near the surface ofthe soil.

Undrained Shear Strength. Based on the blow counts, the undrained shear strength can be calculated
based on a function of the overburden pressure and Plasticity Index (PI) using the following equation
(FHWA 2002):

S,:ft* Nao* oill00

Where: S,,:undrained shear strength (psf),/:empirical factor ranging between 5.5 for PI:15 and 4.5 for
PI:50,l/¿o:Corrected SPT N blow count, and o,,'=in-situ vertical effective stress (psf).

Based on the data included in Table 4- l, the PI for the Residuum ranges between '7 and 69 with an
average of 17 .9 and a median of 17.0. The measured PI of 69 appears to be an outlier, and therefore, the
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median value of l7 will be used, which corresponds to anft vafue of 5.443. The median PI for the

'Weathered Cuyahoga Formation is 16.0, which corresponds to anft value of 5.471. For calculation
purposes, anft value of 5.45 was selected for both of these two layers. For this/ value and the SPT N
values for each sublayer of Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation as described above, the

calculated undrained shear strength ratio (i.e., S,,iø ) varies with depth as follows:

. Depth 0 to 2.5 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio :0.382;

. Depth 2.5 to 7.5 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio : 0.818;

. Depth 7.5 to l0 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio : 1.908; and
¡ Depth >10 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio :3.270.

The increased blow counts (and therefore, undrained shear strength ratio) take into account the lessened

weathering as depth increases, therefore, the above undrained shear strength ratios were applied to both

Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation.

It is noted that the calculated SPT N values increase significantly beyond 7.5 ft bgs. This causes the
undrained shear strength ratio to increase, as shown above. However, the ratio has been conservatively
considered to be limited to 0.818 for depths greater than 7 .5 ft bgs (i.e., equal to a SPT N blow count

of l5). The modeled undrained shear strength profile is included as Figure 4-3.

A minimum shear strength value of 100 psf representing root reinforcement and other potential effects
near the surface ofthe soil has been applied to the undrained shear strength, based on the apparent
cohesion effect described previously.

Consolidation Parameters. Four consolidometer tests were performed on undisturbed samples of the
Area D Residuum to calculate in-situ settlement parameters. The average and median coefficient of
consolidation (Cc) values were 0.149 and 0.148, respectively. The average and median coefficient of
recompression (C,) values were 0.040 and 0.045, respectively. The average and median initial void ratio
(ea) values were 0.658 and0.626, respectively. The average and median porosity (n) values were 0.393
and 0.383, respectively. The average and median overconsolidation ratio (OCR) values were 2.0 and 1.0,

respectively. It is noted that a potential outlier value of 4.97 was identified in the raw data; therefore, the
median OCR is considered to be more representative than the average OCR. Based on the data provided
by the laboratory, the coefficient of secondary compression (C",) and coefficient of consolidation (C,')

were calculated as 0.163% and 0.428 ft2lday, respectively, as described in Appendix G. The settlement
parameters have been selected based on the average values (with the exception of OCR which used the

median value, as described above) as follows:

o C,: 0.149;
. C,:0.040;
. eo:0.658;
o OCR : 1.0 (i.e., normally consolidated);
. n :0.393;
o Co,: 0.163%o; and
¡ C, : 0.428 fT2lday.

No consolidometer tests were performed on undisturbed samples from the Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation. It is expected that the Weathered Cuyahoga Fonnation will have lower in-situ compressibility
parameters than the residuum due to the presence of the rock fragments. However, to be conservative, the

compressibility parameters for the Weathered Cuyahoga Formation are assumed to be similar to the
Residuum.
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4.1.3 MinfordFormation
The recommended geotechnical properties for the Minford Formation are based on the results of the PGI
and SPGI laboratory testing as described below.

USCS Classification. The Minford Formation was typically classified as lean clay (CL), fat clay (CH),
or silt (ML), with one sample classified as silty gravel (GM), one sample classified as elastic silt (MH),
and one sample classihed as silty clay (CL-ML). Based on the classification data, the Minford Formation
appears to be a clay or silt, with variable plasticity.

Natural Moisture Content. The average as-received moisture content of 50 Minford Formation samples

was 19.8% and the median as-received moisture content was 19.1%. For analysis purposes, a
recommended moisture content of 19.\Yo has been selected.

Unit Weight. The average as-received dry unit weight of ten Minford Formation samples was 98.4 pcf
and the median as-received dry unit weight was96.2 pcf. It is noted that the raw data for the dry unit
weight of Minford Formation samples have significant variability; therefore, for analysis purposes, a
recommended dry unit weight of 97 pcf has been selected (i.e., between the average and median values).
Based on the selected dry unit weight (i.e.,yp:97 pcf) and moisture content (i.e., w:19.8%o),the wet unit
weight can be calculated as follows:

T = yo * (1* w) = 97 * (1*.L98) : 116.2l = It6pcf

Therefore, a wet unit weight of 1 16 pcf has been selected.

Specific Gravity. The average specific gravity of 39 Minford Formation samples was 2.6'1 and the
median specific gravity was 2.67 . For analysis purposes, a specific gravity of 2.67 has been selected.

In-Situ Permeability. The permeability tests for undisturbed Minford Formation samples were only
performed at low confining pressures (e.g., 5 psi). Based on fìve permeability tests at low confìning
pressures, the in-situ permeability varied between 7 .4x10-e cm/s and 7.7x l0-8 cm/s, with a logarithmic
average permeability of 3.2x10-8 cm/s.

Drained Shear Strength. The long-term (i.e., drained) shear strength of the Minford Formation has been

calculated based on five CU triaxial tests. The CU tests included pore-water pressure measurements
which allowed for calculating drained (i.e., "effective") shear strength. The average effective friction
angle was calculated tobe26.'7" and the median effective friction angle was calculated to be 24.5o. It is
noted that some variability was observed in the raw data values; however, for purposes of design, a value
of 24" has been selected.

The Minford Formation has been broken into sublayers based on corrected SPT N blow counts and depth
bgs as follows:

o Depth 0 to 2.5 ft bgs: SPT N:4;
o Depth 2.5 fo 20 ft bgs: SPT N:7; and
. Depth >20 ft bgs: SPT N:17.

It is noted that these SPT N values are typically less than the corrected blow counts based on observed

blow counts in field borings, as shown in Figure 4-2.
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Based on the blow counts and the literature correlation mentioned previously (Hatanaka and Uchida
1996), the friction angle is calculated as 26.9" (i.e., for a SPT N value of 4), 29.8' (i.e., for a SPT N value
of 7) and 36.4" (i.e., for a SPT N value of 17). Therefore, the selected shear strength value of 24" for
Minford Fonnation is considered to be conservative.

It is noted that a cohesion intercept of zero is conservatively recommended for long term conditions. As
discussed previously, a minimum shear strength value of 100 psf, representing root reinforcement and

other potential effects near the surface ofthe soil will be considered for purposes ofdesign.

Undrained Shear Strength. The undrained shear strength can be calculated based on the blow counts,
the Pl and the literature conelation mentioned previously (FHWA 2002).

Based on the data included in Table 4-1, the median lneasured PI for the Minford Formation is 17.0,

which corresponds to anft value of 5.442. For calculation purposes, anl value of 5.44 was selected. For

ft:5.44 and SPT N values as described above, the calculated undrained shear strength ratio (i.e., Su/ov)
varies with depth as follows:

. Depth 0 to 2.5 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio:0.218;

. Depth 2.5 to 20 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio : 0.381; and

. Depth >20 ft bgs: undrained shear strength ratio :0.925.

It is noted that the calculated SPT N values increase significantly beyond 20 ft bgs. This causes the
undrained shear strength ratio to increase, as shown above. However, the ratio has been conservatively
considered to be limited to 0.544 for depths greater than 20 ft bgs (i.e., equal to a SPT N blow count of
10, smaller than the blow count value of N:17 discussed above). The modeled undrained shear strengh
profìle is included as Figure 4-4.

A minimum shear strength value of 100 psf representing root reinforcement and other potential effects
near the surface ofthe soil has been applied to the undrained shear strength, based on the apparent
cohesion effect described previously.

Consolidation Parameters. Four consolidometer tests were performed on undisturbed samples from the

Minford Formation soil to calculate in-situ settlement parameters. The average and median coefficient of
consolidation (C.) values were 0.253 and 0.265, respectively. The average and median coefficient of
recompression (C,) values were 0.088 and 0.085, respectively. The average and median initial void ratio
(eo) values were 0.826 and 0.892, respectively. The average and median porosity (r) values were 0.446

and 0.41 l, respectively. The minimum, average, and median overconsolidation ratio (OCR) values were
2.3, 5.2, and 4.7, respectively. Based on the data provided by the laboratory, the coefficient of secondary
compression (C,,) and coefficient of consolidation (C,.) were calculated as 0.268%o and 0.326 ft2lday,
respectively, as described in Appendix G. Based on the laboratory data, the settlement parameters have

been conservatively selected as follows:

. C,,= 0.265;

. C,:0.088;

. eo: 0.892;

. OCR :2.3 (i.e., overconsolidated);

. n:0.471;
o Cut: 0.268%o; and
o C" : 0.326 ft2lday.
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4.1.4 CuyahogaFormation

General Information. As described previously, the deep rock layers (i.e., Cuyahoga Formation,
680 Sandstone, Sunbury, and Berea) are expected to be similar across the site; therefore, the laboratory
data discussed in this section includes relevant data from across the site (i.e., Areas A through D).

The selected parameters for use in design are shown in Table 4-3. lT is noted that the Cuyahoga
Formation above and below the 680 Sandstone are considered to be the same material, and therefore, are

assumed to have the same parameters.

Moisture Content and Unit Weight. The average as-received moisture content of five Cuyahoga
Formation rock samples was 5.4o/o and the median as-received moisture content was 5.6%. For analysis
purposes, a moisture content of 5.4%o has been selected for the Cuyahoga Formation based on the average

as-received moisture content.

The average as-received dry unit weight of five Cuyahoga Formation rock samples was 745.2 pcf and the
median as-received dry unit weight was 143.6 pcf. It is noted that a potential outlier value of 150.5 pcf
was identified in the raw data; therefore, the median is considered to be more representative than the
average. For analysis purposes, a unit weight of 144 pcf has been selected for the Cuyahoga Formation.

Based on the selected moisture content and dry unit weight, the total unit weight for the Cuyahoga
Formation was calculated as:

T = 744* (1 * 0.054) : 151.78 x 752pcf

It is noted that the average total unit weight of five Cuyahoga Formation rock samples was 153.0 pcf and
the median unit weight was 152.1 pcf. Therefore, the selected value of 152 pcf is reasonable with respect
to the laboratory data.

Hydraulic Conductivity. The logarithmic average hydraulic conductivity of five Cuyahoga Formation
rock samples was 3.1x10-e cm/s and the median hydraulic conductivity was l.2xl0-e cm/s.

Unconfined Compressive Strength. The average axial compressive strength of 28 Cuyahoga Formation
rock samples was 1 1.2 li1'Pa (1624 psi) and the median was 7.8 MPa (l l3l psi). The average diametrical
compressive strength was 6.0 MPa (870 psi) and the median was 5.1 MPa (739 psi). It is noted that the

unconfined compressive strength is typically defined in terms of the axial compressive strength. It is
additionally noted that the literature indicates a typical unconfined compressive strength of shale is
between 1900 and 2500 psi (ODOT 201l). Therefore, for analysis purposes, a value of 1131 psi was

selected.

Slake Durability and Jar Slake. Over geologic time, shale may degrade into soil-size particles. Two
common tests to evaluate the long-term durability of rock materials are the slake durability test and the jar
slake test (FHWA 2002). The slake durability test is a qualitative test that calculates a slake durability
index (SDI) which ranges from 0%o to 100%o, with a higher number indicating a more durable material.
The jar slake test is a qualitative index test, which evaluates the response of a rock to immersion in water
on a numerical scale from I ("degrades rapidly to a pile of flakes or mud") to 6 ("no change")
(FHWA 2002). A higher value ofjar slake index, therefore, indicates a more durable material.

Based on the result of 18 slake durability tests on the Cuyahoga Formation, the average SDI was 44.3%
and the median SDI was 41.3%. Based on the results of l8 jar slake index tests, the average jar slake
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index was 2.9 and the median jar slake index was 3.0. A jar slake index of 3.0 correlates to a general
behavior of "breaks slowly and/or forms ferv chips" (FHWA 2002).

Based on the results of the values described herein and considering the long design life of the OSWDF, it
is expected that degradation of the Cuyahoga Formation may occur during the design life for areas where
the Cuyahoga Formation will be exposed to moisture. Cut slopes in Cuyahoga Formation should be

monitored for potential degradation over time and rnaintained as appropriate.

Based on review of the literature, shale can be used as a fill material, either for base foundation work or
for use as compacted fill in an embankment. However, the behavior of excavated and compacted shale
can be highly variable. For example, some blocks of shale will break down to the required grain size
easily during the process of hauling and placement and may only require a few passes with a compactor to
satisfy the compaction specifications. However, other shale blocks may resist breaking down under
heavy equipment action and may require a large amount of discing to degrade it into the required grain
size and additionatly require several passes of heavy compaction equipment to satisfy the compaction
specifications. In order to ensure long-tenn durability for the OSWDF, the Area D unweathered shale
must be broken down to soil size. Based on visual observations during TP2 field investigation, and based
on the results of slake durability tests and jar slake index tests summarized above, it is anticipated that
Area D unrveathered shale will require significant effort to break it down to a "soil-like" material. Based
on experience, the unweathered shale may be rippable with a large dozer (e.g., CAT D-10 or equivalent
with single ripper tooth) and broken down by multiple compactor passes (e.g., CAT 825 or equivalent)
with overlapping paths. If further processing is needed, other methods used in the southern Ohio area
(e.g., rock grinders/screens, pugmills or in-place processors) may be considered. Combining the size-
reduction methods with moisture conditioning and subsequent stockpiling facilitates the distributed
mixing of moisture and slaking of the shale.

Additional Parameters. Several additional parameters such as the Poisson's Ratio, Modulus, and Hoek-
Brown parameters have been selected by first evaluating a typical range of the parameter for the rock type
based on the literature (FHWA 2002, ODOT 201 l) and then selecting a conservative value from the
typical range of the parameter. The literature used to select these parameters is included in Appendix H.

4,1,5 680 Sandstone

General Information. As described previously, the deep rock layers (i.e., Cuyahoga Formation,
680 Sandstone, Sunbury, and Berea) are expected to be similar across the site; therefore, the laboratory
data discussed in this section include relevant data from across the site (i.e., Areas A through D).

The selected parameters for use in design are shown in Table 4-3

Moisture Content and Unit \ileight. The as-received moisture content of two 680 Sandstone rock
samples was 4.2%o and 10.7%o, with an average of 7 .5o/o. For analysis purposes, a moisture content of
7 .S%io has been selected for the 680 Sandstone.

The as-received dry unit weight of two 680 Sandstone rock samples was I 39.8 pcf and 161 .7 pcf , with an

average of I 50.8 pcf. For analysis purposes, a dry unit weight of I 5 I pcf has been selected for the
680 Sandstone.

Based on the recommended moisture content and dry unit weight, the total unit weight for the
680 Sandstone was calculated as:
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y -- L5l * (1 t 0.075) = 762.33 = 162pcf

It is noted that the average total unit weight of two 680 Sandstone rock samples was 1 6 I .6 pcf.
Therefore, the selected value of 162 pcf is reasonable with respect to the laboratory data.

Hydraulic Conductivity. The measured hydraulic conductivity of two 680 Sandstone rock samples was

I .8x 1 0-7 cm/s and I .4x I 0-6 cm/s and the logarithmic average hydraulic conductivity was 5.0x I 0-7 cm/s.

Unconfined Compressive Strength. No unconfined compressive strength tests were performed on the
680 Sandstone. Therefore, a value of 2000 psihas been selected based on the literature (ODOT 201l).

Additional Parameters. Several additional parameters such as the Poisson's Ratio, Modulus, and Hoek-
Brown parameters have been selected by first evaluating a typical range of the parameter for the rock type
based on the literature (FHWA 2002, ODOT 2011) and then selecting a conservative value from the
typical range of the parameter. The literature used to select these parameters is included in Appendix H.

4.1.6 Sunbury Shale

General Information. As described previously, the deep rock layers (i.e., Cuyahoga Formation,
680 Sandstone, Sunbury, and Berea) are expected to be similar across the site; therefore, the laboratory
data discussed in this section include relevant data from across the site (i.e., Areas A through D).
The selected pararneters for use in design are shown in Table 4-3.

Moisture Content and Unit Weight. The average as-received moisture content of four Sunbury rock
samples was 5.0olo and the median as-received moisture content was 5.2o/o. For analysis purposes, a
moisture content of 5.}Yo has been selected for the Sunbury.

The average as-received dry unit weight of four Sunbury rock samples was 140.0 pcf and the median as-

received dry unit weight was 137.3 pcf. It is noted that a potential outlier value of 151. I pcf was

identified in the raw data, therefore, the median is considered to be more representative than the average

For analysis purposes, a unit weight of I 37 pcf has been selected for the Sunbury.

Based on the selected moisture content and dry unit weight, the total unit weight for the Sunbury was
calculated as:

T = 137 * (1 I 0.050) = 143.85 = 144 pcf

It is noted that the average total unit weight of four Sunbury rock samples was 147.0 pcf and the median
total unit weight was 144.5 pcf. Therefore, the selected value of 144 pcf is reasonable with respect to the
laboratory data.

Hydraulic Conductivity. The logarithmic average hydraulic conductivity of four Sunbury rock samples
was 2.2x10-e cm/s and the median hydraulic conductivity was 2.9x10-e cm/s.

Unconfined Compressive Strength. One unconfined compressive strength test was performed on the
Sunbury Shale, with an axial compressive strength of 10.4 MPa (1508 psi) and a diametrical compressive
strength of I 5.4 MPa (2234 psi). It is noted that the literature indicates a typical unconfined compressive
strength of shale is between 1900 and 2500 psi (ODOT 201 I ). For analysis purposes, a value of 1508 psi

has been selected, based on the laboratory testing.
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Slake Durability and Jar Slake. One slake dLrrability index test was performed, with a slake durability
index of 89.6%. One jar slake test was performed rvith a value of 4.0 (i.e., "breaks rapidly and/or

develops several flactul'es" (FHWA 2002)). The Sunbury Shale is therefore considered to be a "hard,

non-durable intermediate material" (FHWA 2002). It is noted that the Sunbury Shale in Area D is
typically well below the existing ground and proposed subgrade elevations and therefore, durability is not
expected to be a significant concern.

Additional Parameters. Several additional parameters such as the Poisson's Ratio, Modulus, and Hoek-
Brown parameters have been selected by first evaluating a typical range of the parameter for the rock type

based on the literature (FHWA 2002, ODOT 2011) and then selecting a conservative value from the

typical range of the parameter. The literature used to select these parameters is included in Appendix H.

4.1,7 Berea Sandstone

General Information. As described previously, the deep rock layers (i.e., Cuyahoga Fonnation,
680 Sandstone, Sunbury, and Berea) are expected to be similar across the site; therefore, the laboratory
data discussed in this section includes relevant data from across the site (i.e., Areas A through D).
The selected parameters for use in design are shown in Table 4-3.

Moisture Content and Unit Weight. The as-received moisture content of two Berea Sandstone rock
samples was 6.lYo and 8.6Yo, with an average of 7 .4o/o. For analysis purposes, a moisture content of 'Ì .4o/o

has been selected for the Berea Sandstone.

The as-received dry unit weight of two Berea Sandstone rock samples was 129.2 pcf and 134.8 pcf, with
an average of 132.0 pcf. For analysis purposes, a unit weight of 132 pcfhas been selected for the Berea

Sandstone.

Based on the moisture content and dry unit weight, the total unit weight for the Berea Sandstone was

calculated as:

T = 732* (1 * 0.074) : 1.41..77 = I42pcf

tt is noted that the average total unit weight of two Berea Sandstone rock samples was 141.8 pcf.
Therefore, the selected value of 142 pcf is reasonable with respect to the laboratory data.

Hydraulic Conductivity. The measured hydraulic conductivity of two Berea Sandstone rock samples

was 4.4x10-5 cm/s and 3.2x10-5 cm/s and the logarithmic average hydraulic conductivity was

3.7x10-s cm/s.

Unconfïned Compressive Strength. No unconfined compressive strenglh tests were performed on the

Berea Sandstone. Therefore, a value of 2000 psi has been selected based on the literature (ODOT 2011).

Additional Parameters. Several additional parameters such as the Poisson's Ratio, Modulus, and Hoek-
Brown parameters have been selected by first evaluating a typical range of the parameter for the rock type
based on the literature (FHWA 2002, ODOT 201 l) and then selecting a conservative value from the

typical range of the parameter. The literature used to select these parameters is included in Appendix H.
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4.1.8 Subsurface Parameters for Fog Road Overpass Design
It is noted that the Fog Road Overpass Design will be based on localized calculations for the foundation
design and bearing capacity. The Fog Road Overpass Design Contractor should review the data from the

borings and geotechnical data and select appropriate localized parameters for purposes ofdesign.

4.1,9 California Bearing Ratio of Existing Roads
Two CBR tests were performed on the existing North Access Road. The CBR values were 5.1 and I .6,

for borings WD-SB-60 and WD-SB-70, respectively. The CBR can also be evaluated using a correlation
with Pl, as shown below:

JõÀ = t*r-F-*t (FHWA 2006)

where PI: plasticity index of the soil; and P20o = percent material by mass passing a No. 200 sieve.

As described in Section 4.1.2 of this repoft, the plasticity index for the Residuum has a median value of
17.0. The percent of material passing the No. 200 sieve varies; however, the maximum value
(i.e., calculates the lowest CBR) was 100%. This calculates aCBR value of 5.61. Therefore, the

measured value of 1.6 appears to be unreasonably low, and therefore, should not be considered further.
For purposes ofdesign, the appropriate CBR for existing roads should be selected on the basis ofthe
laboratory CBR value of 5.1 in conjunction with correlations in the literature.

4.2 GEOTECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF RECOMPACTED SOILS

4.2.1 Introduction
This section discusses the geotechnical testing of recompacted samples of on-site soils (i.e., Residuum,

Weathered Cuyahoga Fomation and Minford Formation).

Recompacted soils are currently planned to be used in the following potential uses: (i) fill; (ii) OSWDF
compacted clay liner or cap; (iii) topsoil and vegetative soils; and (iv) soil for waste placement within the

OSWDF. These recompacted soils willconsist of on-site soils. It is noted that additional applications for
recompacted soils may be established during future stages of design or operations.

It is noted that the parameters for design will be reliant on the mix of soils and other materials (e.g., D&D
debris for the contents of the OSWDF) used. Additionally, the parameters may be dependent on the

intended use (e.g., the compaction requirements for fìll may be different than for compacted clay).
Therefore. for purposes of tliis report, recommended values may not be selected for all parameters. Once

the expected mix is known, appropriate values should be selected.

4.2,2 Recompacted On-Site Soils

General Information. The recompacted soil laboratory tests focused on the Residuum, Weathered

Cuyahoga Formation and Minford Formation soils. It is noted that the difference between recompacted

samples and undisturbed samples involves the different soil structure created during compaction.

Therefore, the use of recompacted samples is important for material properties which are reliant on the

structure of the soil. These properties include: (i) shear strenglh; (ii) permeability; and (iii) consolidation
parameters. For material properties which are not reliant on soil structure (e.g., classification or specific
gravity), the properties of the recompacted soils are expected to be similar to those previously discussed

in Section 4.1.
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A summary of the laboratory testing data is included in Tables 4-l and 4-2. The laboratory test results
from Area D are tabulated in Appendix F.

Compaction. Based on ten Standard Proctor tests on Residuum samples, the average maximum dry
density was 109.9 pcf and the median maximum dry density was 109.6 pcf. The average optimum
moisture content was l5.9Yo and the median optimum moisture content was 15.7o/o.

Based on ten Standard Proctor tests on Weathered Cuyahoga Formation soils, the average maximum dry
density was 1 10.4 pcf and the median maximum dry density was I I 2.6 pcf. The average optimum
moisture content was 15.9% and the median optimum moisture content was 15.1%.

Based on twelve Standard Proctor tests on Minford Formation sarnples, the average maximum dry density
was 1 I 1.6 pcf and the median maximum dry density was I 14.3 pcf. The average optirnum moisture
content was 16.3%o and the median optimum moisture content was 16.0%.

Permeability. Permeability tests on recompacted samples of the Residuum, Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation and Minford Formation indicate that the soils are likely to have a recompacted permeability on
the order of l.0xl0-8 cm/s. However, depending on what is mixed with the soils, the actual field
permeability may be higher than the recompacted permeability from the laboratory testing. For example,
the OSWDF contents will contain process gas equipment (PGE) and debris; therefore, the overall
OSWDF contents permeability may be higher than the laboratory permeability of 1.0x10-8 cm/s. An
appropriate permeability should be selected based on the laboratory da|a and the intended application.

Drained Shear Strength. The long-term (i.e., drained) shear strength of each potentialsoil has been
evaluated based on the following laboratory test results on recompacted soil samples. Although in many
cases the best-fit line reported by the laboratory included a cohesion intercept, it is noted that a cohesion
intercept of zero is conservatively recommended for long term conditions. The effective stress friction
angles were thus reevaluated assuming zero cohesion as follows:

. Area D Residuum: Eight CU triaxial tests, average friction angle of 3l .6o, and median friction angle of
3l .5".

o Area D Weathered Cuyahoga: Four CU triaxial tests, average friction angle of 31.3o, and median
friction angle of 30.2".

o Areas A-D Minford Formation: Seven CU triaxial tests, average friction angle of 25.4o, and median
friction angle of 25.7".

Depending on the soils intended to be used for a particular application, a conservative friction angle
should be selected appropriately based on the data described above. It is noted that zero cohesion should
be assumed, unless there is a particular reason (e.g., vegetation) to expect an apparent cohesion effect may
exist in the long-term.

It is noted that the shear strength testing described above is typically based on compaction at or near the
maximum dry density. Depending on the compaction requirements in the field, additional shear strength
testing may potentially be considered to represent soil placement in areas with relatively low compaction
effort (e.g., 85% of Standard Proctor maximum dry density).

Undrained Shear Strength. The short-term (i.e., undrained) shear strength can be evaluated as an

undrained shear strength ratio (S,/o,.') based on the results of the CU tests. Detailed information about the
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calculation methodology is included in Appendix L Based on the results shown in Appendix I, the
recompacted undrained shear strength values for Minford Formation, Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation soils are relatively similar. Therefore, a single conservative value of S,,/o"E0.50 is

recommended for use for recompacted Minford Formation, Residuum or Weathered Cuyahoga soils. It is
noted that if other types of materials are added in large quantities (e.g., D&D debris) a different undrained
shear strength ratio may be considered appropriate.

It is noted that the soils may have a minimum undrained shear strength value based on the compaction
equipment used. As an example, based on the current Technical Specifications, the OSWDF contents are

expected to be compacted using equipment with a minimum ground pressure of l0 psi, as described in the
Impacted Material Placement Plan. Therefore, a minimum undrained shear strength value of 720 psf
would be expected, as shown below:

S". 744in2 lb
S" = å,* 

ol = 0.50 x 10psl x 
T 

:720 
,rz

Consolidation Parameters. Three remolded consolidometer tests were performed on the Area D
Residuum and four remolded consolidometer tests were performed on the Area D Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation to calculate settlement parameters. The average coefficient of consolidation (Cc) values were
0.123 and 0.134, for Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation, respectively. The average
coefficient of recompression (C') values were 0.016 and 0.019, for Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation, respectively. It is noted that the void ratio and porosity were evaluated as part of the
consolidometer tests; however, the void ratio and porosity of recompacted soils should be evaluated based

on the overall composition of the recompacted soil in the fìeld (e.g., including other materials such as

D&D debris, as applicable). The average remolded OCR values were 1.5 and 0.8, for Residuum and
Weathered Cuyahoga Fonnation, respectively. Based on the data provided by the laboratory, the

coefficient of secondary compression (C".) values were calculated as 0.163% and0.747%o, for Residuum
and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation, respectively. The coefficient of consolidation (C,.) values for
remolded samples were calculated as I .024 and0.991ft2lday, for Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga
Formation, respectively. It is noted that the difference in settlement parameters between Residuum and

Weathered Cuyahoga Formation is typically small.

It is additionally noted that no consolidation tests were performed on recompacted samples of the Minford
Formation. However, based on the results of the undisturbed samples, the Minford Formation typically
has larger values for C., C,, and OCR cornpared to the corresponding values based on undisturbed
Residuum samples. The larger values of C. and Ç compared to corresponding Residuum samples are

expected to increase the settlement; however, the larger OCR value is expected to compensate by
reducing settlement.

It is noted that if the soils used for waste placement within the OSWDF are not evenly distributed (i.e.,
one cell is mostly or exclusively Minford Formation soil), differential settlement may be more critical
than the overall settlement and should be evaluated, potentially using different settlement parameters for
each cell as appropriate.
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Table.l-3. Geotechnical Pârrmeters for Analysis: Subsurface Layers
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Notes:
l. Tììeseparalnetersareselectedbasedontheresultsofthelaboratorytesting,asdescribedinlhelext.
2. A minimum shear strenglh value of 100 psfwas modeled, as described in the text.
3. Theseparametersareasstunedbasedonrypical rangesfoundintheliterature,asslrowninAppendixH(ODOT20ll).
4. Tlìeseparamerersareassumedbasedontypical rangesfoundintlìeliterature,asslrowninAppendixH(FHVr'A2002).
5. The shon-tem shear strflgth at a particular depth is calculated based on a rado ofthe in-situ vertical stress au', as described in the text.
6. These parameters are assumed based on typical ranges found in the literature (EPRI 1990).

7. These parameters are calculated as shown in Appendix H (TRB 2010).
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Figure 4-1. Comparison of Modeled Blow Counts to Corrected SPT N Values
(Residuum and Weathered Cuyahoga Formation)

Note: The figure on the left shows the SPT N tests from the PGI and the figure on the right shows the SPT N tests from the SPGI.
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of Modeled Blow Counts
to Corrected SPT N Values (Minford Formation)
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND LIMITATIONS

5.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report presents and summarizes the geotechnical investigations performed at the site and selects
appropriate parameters to be used for design of the OSWDF. As described in Section 3, the ground water
level within the Berea Sandstone and perched water zones within the 680 Sandstone may continue to be

evaluated based on ongoing measurements. This repoft may be updated or supplemented, as required, if
additional geotechnical and/or hydrogeological investigation activities are performed.

5.2 LIMITATIONS
Consistent with applicable professional standards of care, the opinions and recommendations in this
report were based primarily on data collected in geotechnical field and laboratory investigations. lt is
noted that subsurface investigations are inherently limited to data derived from samples taken or tests
performed at selected location. Due to these inherent limitations, it should be recognized that actr¡al

conditions may vary from those assumed on the basis of such limited dat4 despite the use of professional
care. The contractor should review the available data from the borings and test results and re-evaluate the
subsurface stratigraphy and material parameters based on their own interpretations and assumptions about
the variability oflayer thicknesses and properties.
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